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Abstract

A large number of stock characteristics have been found to predict the cross-section

of returns. Return predictability can be driven by risk or mispricing, and the nature

of most return predictors remains an open question. I use analysts’ earnings forecasts

to determine if a return predictor is linked to mispricing. I find that at least 40% of

return predictors from a dataset of 172 significant predictors are related to mispricing,

including the momentum predictor from the Carhart four-factor and the profitability

and investment predictors from the Fama–French five-factor model. I further study

whether the mispricing predictors’ abnormal returns capture the divergence of prices

from the fundamental value (build-up predictors) or their convergence back to the

fundamental value (resolution predictors). Build-up predictors are less common than

resolution predictors but they do exist, implying that trading on certain return pre-

dictors can exacerbate rather than eliminate mispricing. Momentum is related both to

the build-up and the resolution of mispricing.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decades, hundreds of cross-sectional stock return predictors have been discov-

ered. For instance, small-cap stocks offer higher returns than large-cap stocks and stocks

with a high book-to-market ratio outperform those with a low book-to-market ratio (Fama

and French, 1992). The vast majority of these predictors were discovered empirically rather

than being derived from theory. Therefore, for most predictors, there is no consensus on the

channel through which they drive returns.

Given that the fundamental value of a stock is its discounted stream of dividends, stock

returns over a given period can be driven by two possible components: the discount fac-

tor applied to future dividends and changes in dividend expectations. While early studies

suggested that returns are almost exclusively driven by changes in required returns (i.e.,

discount factors), more recent studies suggest that changes in dividend expectations play a

significant role (L. Chen et al., 2013; De La O and Myers, 2021; Pruitt, 2023). Moreover,

risk-based models have struggled to fully explain the volatility of asset returns across a wide

range of asset classes (Giglio and Kelly, 2018). At the same time, previous research using

data on expectations demonstrates that expectations are biased and that these biases are

linked to return predictability (e.g., Bordalo et al., 2019, 2023; La Porta, 1996). Therefore,

it is likely that at least some of the many known stock return predictors are not proxies for

systematic risk but for mispricing.

In this paper, I develop a method to test if a given return predictor is associated with

mispricing driven by biased expectations, as opposed to being exclusively driven by risk or

mispricing from other sources, such as market frictions. If a return predictor is driven by

risk, it is linked to returns through the discount factor. Specifically, the more priced risk a

stock is exposed to, the more investors will discount its future dividends, leading to a higher

return. In contrast, changes in dividend expectations are unrelated to risk. Moreover, under

(full information) rational expectations, they should be unpredictable because all available

information is already incorporated optimally into the current forecast and can thus not
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predict future changes in this forecast. Since dividend expectations drive prices, biased

expectations imply mispricing. Therefore, a predictor that can predict changes in dividend

expectations in addition to returns is linked to mispricing.

For my test, I use the earnings forecast of professional analysts as a proxy for the market’s

dividend expectations1. Given the argument above, I can say that a return predictor is a

mispricing predictor (henceforth also called a “mispricing”) if it also predicts more positive

earnings forecast revisions for the stocks for which it predicts more positive returns. In prin-

ciple, a link between a return predictor and biased expectations could stem from behavioural

biases or information processing frictions. However, since the predictors use simple portfolio

sorts based on widely available data, it is unlikely that frictions prevent market participants

from incorporating the predictor’s information into the price.

My test provides four crucial insights by identifying the return predictors that are associ-

ated with biased expectations, which are a subset of all return predictors linked to mispricing.

First, mispricing of any kind is evidence of market inefficiency, whereas return predictability

from risk is not. Thus, my test provides a lower bound on the share of return predictabil-

ity stemming from mispricing. Understanding how much mispricing exists in the market is

crucial because prices determine capital allocation and can thus affect the real economy.

Second, mispricing-driven return predictors should only be used in descriptive asset pric-

ing models and should not be used normatively, such as to calculate risk-adjusted returns.

Third, mispricing predictors whose returns are at least partially driven by biased ex-

pectations suggest profitable trading strategies, which is not the case for risk or mispricing

from frictions. Therefore, the fact that my test only captures mispricing related to biased

expectations and not friction-driven mispricing can be seen as an advantage.

Finally, mispricing from biased expectations can be eliminated through trading once

arbitrageurs become aware of it, whereas return predictability from risk or market frictions

should be persistent. Crucially, as long as arbitrageurs are uncertain about whether a return

1A large amount of previous work shows that analyst expectations are linked to returns and can be used
as a proxy for the market’s expectations. See Adam and Nagel (2023) for a recent review of the literature.
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predictor reflects mispricing or risk, they do not know if it offers abnormal risk-adjusted

returns, and they will be reluctant to trade based on it. Therefore, research on the nature

of return predictors can lead to greater market efficiency by informing the trading decisions

of arbitrageurs.

In summary, given the key differences between risk-driven and the various types of

mispricing-driven return predictors, we arguably learn very little from knowing about the

existence of a return predictor if we do not understand its nature. Establishing the nature of

a predictor is challenging because predictor discovery is mainly driven by empirical research,

and it is difficult to establish a predictor’s nature from the return distribution without an

economic model (Kozak et al., 2018). Therefore, considerable disagreement about the na-

ture of most predictors remains in the literature (see Holcblat et al., 2022, for a review) and

arguably the CAPM market factor (Lintner, 1965; Sharpe, 1964) is the only predictor that

is universally accepted to represent risk and not mispricing. Thus, it is crucial to develop

portable empirical tests that can help understand if a given return predictor is driven by risk

or mispricing.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: In Section 2, I describe my data and

methodology. I use a dataset created by A. Y. Chen and Zimmermann (2021) that con-

tains monthly stock returns as well as data on 212 characteristics, which showed significant

evidence of return predictability in the paper that introduced them, (predictors) as well as

113 characteristics that lacked such evidence (placebos). I merge this data with analysts’

earnings forecasts from IBES.

In Section 3, I first show that 172 out of the 212 predictors offer significant return

predictability if they are extended beyond their original sample period using data up to

the end of 2022. Applying my mispricing test to these 172 predictors, I find that around

40% of them also predict earnings forecast revisions and are hence linked to mispricing.

Importantly, my test cannot rule out that a predictor is also associated with risk in addition

to being linked to mispricing.
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The mispricing predictors include the momentum factor from the Carhart (1997) four-

factor model as well as the profitability and the investment factor from the Fama and French

(2015) five-factor model. Moreover, 4 out of the 14 factors that survive the stepwise factor

selection procedure by Feng et al. (2020) for which I have data are classified as mispricing,

highlighting that there are robust factors among the mispricings. The types of predictors

among which mispricing is particularly common are those related to external financing,

volatility, earnings forecasts, and earnings growth, as well as the predictors that capture a

lead-lag relationship.

Papers that discover a new predictor often offer guidance on whether the authors believe

it represents risk or mispricing, even though they usually do not have a formal test or

model. However, recent evidence suggests that the interpretation in the original paper

can be unreliable (A. Y. Chen et al., 2022). In line with that, a comparison between my

classification and the interpretation of the original authors suggests that at least 40% of the

return predictors that were originally interpreted as risk factors are linked to mispricing.

Therefore, either formal models or empirical tests, like the one I propose in this paper, are

required to interpret the nature of return predictors.

A potential concern for the validity of my results is that some of the return predictors in

my sample may be spurious and offer no real out-of-sample return predictability (Chordia

et al., 2020; Harvey et al., 2016; Hou et al., 2020). My test could potentially classify such

predictors as mispricing because stocks that are ex-post selected to have high (low) returns

plausibly also have more positive (negative) news which in turn implies more positive (neg-

ative) earnings forecast revisions. This can lead to spurious predictors being classified as

mispricing (Engelberg et al., 2018). I conduct two analyses to assess how likely this is to

occur. First, I apply my test to the 68 predictors that had insignificant evidence of return

predictability both in the original paper that discovered them and in my sample. I find that

in this dataset, around 26% of the predictors are classified as mispricing, which is less than

in the sample of significant predictors. While some insignificant predictors are classified as
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mispricing, it is also plausible that there are true return predictors that just lack statistical

significance in this sample. Therefore, I perform a second test in which I generate simu-

lated spurious predictor portfolios by randomly sorting stocks into long and short portfolios

and retaining those portfolios that offer significant and sizeable long-minus-short returns by

chance. I find that, in my preferred regression specification, not a single spurious predictor

is associated with mispricing. This suggests that falsely classifying spurious predictors as

mispricing is unlikely to be relevant in practice.

The abnormal returns associated with each mispricing can either reflect the convergences

of prices back to fundamental values (resolution of mispricing) or their divergence from fun-

damental values (build-up of mispricing). In Section 4, I study which mispricings capture

the build-up and the resolution of mispricing respectively. In a recent paper, van Binsber-

gen et al. (2023) perform this classification using a method that relies on calculating the

fundamental value of stocks based on realised dividends and an assumption about the cor-

rect stochastic discount factor (SDF). They find that although most predictors capture the

resolution of mispricing, a relevant share also captures its build-up. They also highlight the

practical importance of this distinction: traders who exploit build-up predictors exacerbate

mispricing rather than reduce it.

My classification method is based on the predictability of forecast errors, an orthogonal

approach that does not require a stance on the correct SDF. For resolution predictors,

stocks that predictably earn higher returns are initially underpriced relative to those earning

lower returns. The subsequent higher returns then correct this mispricing. Hence, earnings

expectations should also initially be significantly more pessimistic for stocks with predicted

high returns relative to those with low returns. I find that around 57% of the mispricings can

be classified as resolution. For build-up predictors, all stocks are initially priced correctly, and

the subsequent higher returns of some stocks cause them to be overpriced relative to those

that earned lower returns2. This implies that, after the period of excess returns, earnings

2It is also possible that the stocks earning higher returns are already overpriced initially, and become
more overpriced over time
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expectations are too positive for stocks that earned higher returns relative to those with

lower returns. I find that around 24% of mispricing predictors can be classified as build-up.

Importantly, it is possible that the predictably higher returns of initially underpriced stocks

not only correct the underpricing but overshoot and cause the stocks to be overpriced. Thus,

a return predictor can capture both the resolution of initial mispricing and the build-up of

new mispricing. I find that this is indeed the case for most mispricings related to momentum,

suggesting that momentum both reflects an initial underreaction and a delayed overreaction

to good news. This result extends a recent finding by Cuevas Rodriguez et al. (2023), who

show that momentum is linked to underreaction in analysts’ expectations.

I am not the first to provide a method to test if a return predictor is associated with

mispricing or risk. Pukthuanthong et al. (2019) develop a set of conditions that categorise a

predictor as a risk factor if it is related to the covariance matrix of returns, priced and has a

reasonable Sharpe ratio3. Gafka et al. (2021) compare predictors’ ability to forecast returns

on days when important information is released onto the market (announcement days) and

the remaining days. They argue that if the return predictability of a given predictor is

concentrated on announcement days, it is likely associated with risk. Closest to my work is

a test by Holcblat et al. (2022) that classifies a predictor as mispricing if the hypothesis that

every risk-averse individual would prefer to invest in its long portfolio rather than its short

portfolio cannot be rejected.

My test has several unique features relative to previous work. It is the first test to specif-

ically identify mispricing from biased expectations, whereas previous tests separate return

predictability that can be explained by risk from all other types of return predictability.

Hence, it allows for a more precise understanding of mispricing in the market. As discussed

above, this distinction is meaningful because, unlike mispricing stemming from market fric-

tions, mispricing from expectational biases suggests profitable trading strategies and can be

eliminated through trading. Furthermore, the fact that my test is the only one to directly

3An older paper by Charoenrook and Conrad (2005) follows a similar approach but only derives a
necessary but not sufficient condition.
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detect mispricing as opposed to classifying a predictor as mispricing if its returns cannot

be explained by risk also makes it the only test where a lack of statistical power will cause

an underdetection rather than an overdetection mispricing. This makes it more suited to

applications where failing to detect some mispricing predictors is less concerning than falsely

identifying mispricings, such as deciding on a trading strategy. Notably, all existing tests

share the drawback that they can only provide evidence that a certain predictor is linked to

mispricing (risk) but cannot rule out that it is also linked to risk (mispricing).

In addition to issues with interpretability, the sheer number of return predictors poses a

challenge to asset pricing research, as it is not tractable to work with models that include

hundreds of predictors. An important first step to reduce the number of predictors is to

remove those that are spurious (i.e., offer no out-of-sample return predictability). Several

recent papers have addressed this issue (Chordia et al., 2020; Giglio et al., 2021; Harvey et

al., 2016; Hou et al., 2020). Going beyond validity, it has been shown that several predictors

capture the same source of underlying return predictability making it unnecessary to include

each of them in a model. As a response, methods to select the relevant return predictors or

combine different return predictors were developed in order to shrink the number of relevant

factors (Feng et al., 2020; Harvey and Y. Liu, 2021; He et al., 2022; Jensen et al., 2023).

I add to this literature in two ways. First, I show that a predictor that is classified as

mispricing by my test is unlikely to be spurious, implying that the test not only provides

evidence on the nature but also the validity of a predictor. Second, I show that the return

predictability of around 40% of the predictors is associated with biased expectations. This

suggests that a new return predictor capturing the biased expectations could potentially

subsume the return predictability of a large set of existing predictors. However, developing

such a predictor is beyond the scope of this paper4.

Finally, my paper contributes to the literature that shows links between expectation data

4Developing an expectation bias return predictor is challenging because it needs to predict returns and,
hence, cannot be based on ex-post forecast errors. Moreover, build-up and resolution predictors predict
different levels of bias at different points in the return cycle.
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and asset returns (see Adam and Nagel (2023) for a review) by showing that this data can not

only be used directly to predict returns but also to understand the nature of return predictor

characteristics. Some previous work in this literature has linked individual return predictors

(Bouchaud et al., 2019; Bradshaw et al., 2006; Cuevas Rodriguez et al., 2023; Jackson and

Johnson, 2006; La Porta et al., 1997) or small sets of predictors (Ben-Rephael et al., 2021;

Bordalo et al., 2023; Grinblatt et al., 2018) to biased expectations5. Closest to my paper

is a strand of the literature showing that analysts are more pessimistic (optimistic) about

stocks with predictably higher (lower) returns. (van Binsbergen et al., 2022; Engelberg et al.,

2018; Kozak et al., 2018). Notably, this approach implicitly assumes that all mispricings are

resolution predictors since the opposite should be the case for build-up predictors6. I add

to this literature by providing a test for the nature of a return predictor based on forecast

revisions over the return period that is valid for both build-up and resolution predictors.

Moreover, I provide results on the share of mispricings among a large set of predictor variables

and an individual classification for each predictor. In contrast, previous research either

studied only a few predictors or aggregated a large set of predictors into a single score, which

does not allow conclusions about the nature of individual predictors. Finally, I provide a

more detailed classification by further separating mispricing predictors into build-up and

resolution predictors.

5A tangentially related literature also shows that analysts’ stock return predictions (rather than firm
earnings predictions) are related to return predictors (Engelberg et al., 2020; L. Guo et al., 2020).

6For a build-up predictor, there is no difference in expectations at portfolio formation. Depending on
the source of the mispricing, analysts should be either too optimistic about stocks in the long portfolio or
too pessimistic about stocks in the short portfolio at the end of the return period. In either case, average
expectations should be more positive for stocks in the long portfolio than those in the short one.
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2 Data & Methodology

2.1 Terminology

In this section, I describe my terminology and how it relates to other terms used in the

literature. I use the term return predictor to describe any variable that can predict the cross-

section of returns, regardless of the source of return predictability. A common alternative

term used to describe the same concept in the literature is factor, which stems from the fact

that return predictability is often studied in the context of factor models. Moreover, some

researchers use the term anomaly to describe all variables that can predict returns, except

the CAPM Beta.

I use the term mispricing for every return predictor that is not exclusively driven by risk.

This includes return predictability due to behavioural biases or frictions. Other research

sometimes also uses the terms anomaly or characteristic for these types of return predictors.

2.2 Motivation of the Empirical Specification

In this section, I motivate the empirical specification used to detect mispricings among a

set of predictors potentially containing mispricings and risk factors. The test will not be

able to detect mispricing from any source but only mispricing driven by biased expectations

about a firm’s future prospects. Derivations of the equations in this section can be found in

Appendix A.

The most common way to establish that a characteristic can be used to predict stock

returns is the following procedure: First, the cross-section of stocks is assigned to long and

short portfolios at regular intervals, based on the level of the characteristic for each stock

at the time of portfolio formation and the hypothesised relation between the characteristic

and returns. For example, for the size predictor, the 10% of stocks with the lowest market

capitalisation are assigned to the long portfolio and the 10% of stocks with the highest market

capitalisation are assigned to the short portfolio. In the second step, the long-minus-short
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return is calculated for each month by subtracting the (potentially weighted) average return

of stocks in the short portfolio from that of stocks in the long portfolio. A characteristic is

then considered to be a return predictor if the average long-minus-short return across time

is significantly larger than zero.

To better understand the source of return predictability, I decompose the long-minus-

short return of a predictor characteristic into several components. I start with a stock level

decomposition of the return, first proposed by Campbell (1991) based on the Campbell-

Shiller decomposition (Campbell and Shiller, 1988a,b).

ri,t+1 = Et(ri,t+1) + [Et+1 − Et]
∞∑
s=0

ρsigi,t+1+s − [Et+1 − Et]
∞∑
s=1

ρsiri,t+1+s (1)

In the equation above, ri,t+1 is the log return of stock i between time t and time t + 1,

gi,t+1+s is its log dividend growth rate (dt+1+s − dt+s where dt is the log dividend paid at

time t) and the parameter ρi is related to the average price dividend ratio and is close to but

smaller than one. While Campbell (1991) uses Equation 1 to study a market portfolio, it

also holds for other portfolios and individual stocks since it follows directly from a dividend

discount model.

Therefore, under rational expectations, three components drive a stock’s realised return

between time t and t + 1: the expected return for this period at time t, and changes in

dividend growth expectations, as well as changes in expected future return between time t

and t+1. All else equal, an increase in expected future dividend growth will cause the realised

return to be higher than expected, and an increase in future expected/required returns will

cause it to be lower than expected. Importantly, under rational expectations, changes in

expected dividend growth and expected future required returns can only be caused by new

information arriving at time t + 1 and cannot be predicted at time t. Hence, any potential

return predictability must stem from differences in Et(ri,t+1) (Bordalo et al., 2023).

Next, I transform the stock-level decomposition into a portfolio-level decomposition.

Equation 1 can not only be applied to individual stocks but also to portfolios, by first
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taking the (potentially weighted) averages of the relevant variables across the stocks in the

portfolios and then applying the log linearisation.

By applying Equation 1 separately to the aggregated long and short portfolios and taking

the difference we can write:

rLSt+1 ≈ Et(r
LS
t+1) + [Et+1 − Et]

∞∑
s=0

(ρLS)sgLSt+1+s − [Et+1 − Et]
∞∑
s=1

(ρLS)srLSt+1+s (2)

In the equation above, rLSt+1 is the long-minus-short return of a predictor characteristic

between time t and t+ 1 and gLSt+1 the average log dividend growth rate between time t and

t+1 in the long portfolio minus that of the short portfolio. Moreover, ρLS is a constant that

is close to but smaller than one. Technically, a different value of ρ needs to be applied to the

returns and dividend growth rates in the long portfolio than to those in the short portfolio,

making it impossible to aggregate across portfolios. However, since ρ is always close to one

by the construction of the Campbell-Shiller log linearisation, it is similar in both portfolios

and we can approximate the ρ of each portfolio by ρLS. The resulting small approximation

error is of no concern because I only use Equation 2 to qualitatively discuss the impact of

the individual return components in order to give an intuition for my empirical specification.

In Equation 2, Et

(
rLSt+1

)
captures the difference in expected/required returns between

the long and the short portfolio, that is, the differences in compensation for risk. Under

rational expectations, this is the only predictable component of Equation 2. Therefore, if a

predictor is a risk factor and not associated with biased expectations, its ability to predict

returns stems exclusively from its ability to predict Et

(
rLSt+1

)
. However, if we allow for

biased expectations (denoted by Ẽ), then both [Ẽt+1 − Ẽt](gt+1+s) and [Ẽt+1 − Ẽt](rt+1+s)

are potentially predictable. If a characteristic can indeed predict either of these terms, this

implies that its ability to predict returns is not (fully) driven by its association with risk (

Et

(
rLSt+1

)
) but is at least partially explained by predictably biased beliefs. Since bias in the

dividend growth expectations implies that [Ẽt+1 − Ẽt](gt+1+s) ̸= [Et+1 −Et](gt+1+s), realised

returns will differ from their counterparts under rational expectations, indicating that the
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long-minus-short portfolio is mispriced. By a similar argument, bias in [Ẽt+1 − Ẽt](rt+1+s)

also implies mispricing. This gives Proposition 1:

Proposition 1 A return predictor characteristic is associated with mispricing if and only if

it can predict either [Ẽt+1− Ẽt](gt+1+s) or [Ẽt+1− Ẽt](rt+1+s) for any s ∈ (0,∞), in addition

to returns.

Notably, the ability to predict changes in future expected dividend growth or required

returns does not mean that a characteristic cannot also predict Et(r
LS
t+1) and is therefore

associated with risk. However, since all predictors that are associated with biased expecta-

tions suggest profitable trading strategies and are evidence of market inefficiency, regardless

of whether they are also associated with risk, I call all of these predictors mispricings.

Neither [Ẽt+1 − Ẽt](gt+1+s) nor [Ẽt+1 − Ẽt](rt+1+s) are observable. However, for the for-

mer, forecasts by professional stock analysts can be used as a proxy. Therefore, I focus on

the predictability of changes in dividend growth for the rest of the paper. Finding such pre-

dictability is a sufficient but not a necessary condition to identify that a predictor’s returns

are (partially) driven by mispricing because mispricing may also stem from the predictability

of changes in future required returns or frictions which are not modelled in the Campbell-

Shiller decomposition.

2.3 Dataset and Variable Construction

This section describes the data I use to classify return predictors into risk factors and mis-

pricings. My primary dataset consists of 212 predictor portfolios from A. Y. Chen and

Zimmermann (2021). I use their 2023.8 data release, which includes data up to the end

of 2022. All included predictors showed evidence of return predictability in their original

paper. I provide detailed descriptions of all predictors mentioned by name in this paper in

Appendix E. The portfolio data includes monthly stock returns from CRSP as well as data

on the predictor characteristic. I merge the portfolio data with earnings forecasts from the
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IBES unadjusted detailed history file, adjusted for stock splits using CRSP data. I use IBES

data up to the end of 2022.

I use earnings forecasts instead of dividend forecasts due to their better data availability.

These variables are closely related, as all earnings must eventually be paid out over a firm’s

complete life cycle. In fact, earnings forecasts may be a better proxy of the market’s dividend

growth expectations since I focus on forecasts for a single horizon for practical reasons.

Arguably, a single earnings forecast is more informative about the firm’s future dividend

growth than a single dividend forecast, as earnings reflect the ability to pay dividends and

are unaffected by pay-out policies such as dividend smoothing. Focussing on a single horizon

is also sufficient to establish if a return predictor is associated with mispricing by Proposition

1. Finally, I use levels instead of growth forecasts. This can be done because growth rates

are derived from levels, and under rational expectations, forecast revisions of any kind are

unpredictable.

Figure 1 illustrates how I construct the forecast revision variable, which I will use as

a proxy for the market’s changes in dividend growth expectations. First, I calculate the

median (consensus) five quarters ahead forecasts at the time of portfolio formation t using

all forecasts made between 30 days (t−30d) and one day (t−1d) before portfolio formation.

Then, I subtract this from the consensus forecasts for the same earnings announcement,

including forecasts made within 30 days after the next portfolio resorting. Stocks are resorted

into portfolios every one to twelve months in my sample of predictors. Hence, between zero

and four announcements can happen between two sortings. Thus, the forecast made after

resorting is for between one and five quarters ahead

The methodology above has the downside of only yielding one data point for each firm

per resorting. Thus, I would only obtain one data point per year for predictors with yearly

resorting. To increase my number of observations, I slightly adjust the procedure to gener-

ate data on a monthly frequency. Since predictors only have (confirmed) predictive power

between the time of portfolio formation and the next resorting, I keep the date for the sec-
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Figure 1: Timing of the forecast revisions

Consensus
Forecast Start

Consensus
Forecast EndRevision

t− 30d t− 1d

t
Portfolio
Formation

t+ 12m
Portfolio
Resorting

t+ 12m+ 30d

t+ 5Q
Announcement

Date

The figure illustrates the timing of the forecasts involved in the forecast revisions at the
example of a predictor with yearly portfolio resorting. t is the date of portfolio formation.
d stands for days, m stands for months and Q stands for quarters.

ond forecast fixed at the time of resorting. The date of the first forecast is changed on a

monthly frequency. Since the return predictor is linked to abnormal returns across the entire

period between portfolio formation and resorting, a mispricing predictor should also predict

revisions between any two forecasts made in this period.

Both the initial forecast and the one at the time of the next resorting are for the same

target date. The initial forecast is always for five quarters ahead. Since the date at which

the initial forecast is made moves every month, whereas the date of the second forecast only

changes when a resorting occurs, this methodology implies that the difference in forecast

horizon between the initial forecast and the forecast at the end of the resorting period

changes over time.

To illustrate this, Table 1 shows an example of a predictor with yearly resorting on the

first of June and for a firm with earnings announcements on the first of January, April, July

and October, respectively.

In Appendix D, I show that my results are broadly similar but less significant if I do

not use this procedure. Moreover, I compare my results for predictors that have a monthly
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Table 1: Overview of Forecast Matching

Date initial forecast made Horizon initial forecast Target date (both forecasts) Date forecast after resorting Horizon forecast after resorting

1st June year t 5Q 1st July Year t+1 1st June year t+1 1Q
1st July year t 5Q 1st October Year t+1 1st June year t+1 2Q
1st August year t 5Q 1st October Year t+1 1st June year t+1 2Q
1st September year t 5Q 1st October Year t+1 1st June year t+1 2Q
1st October year t 5Q 1st January Year t+2 1st June year t+1 3Q
1st November year t 5Q 1st January Year t+2 1st June year t+1 3Q
1st December year t 5Q 1st January Year t+2 1st June year t+1 3Q
1st January year t+1 5Q 1st April Year t+2 1st June year t+1 4Q
1st February year t+1 5Q 1st April Year t+2 1st June year t+1 4Q
1st March year t+1 5Q 1st April Year t+2 1st June year t+1 4Q
1st April year t+1 5Q 1st July Year t+2 1st June year t+1 5Q
1st May year t+1 5Q 1st July Year t+2 1st June year t+1 5Q

The table illustrates the matching of forecasts used to compare forecast revisions in the predictor long and short portfolios at
the example of a predictor with yearly resorting on the first of June and for a firm with earnings announcements happening on
the first of January, April, July and October, respectively.

resorting frequency and, therefore, do not require this procedure and those with yearly

resorting. I find that the results are very similar, alleviating concerns that the procedure

may introduce a bias in my results.

I choose five quarters ahead forecasts since this is the shortest horizon for which I can

have a forecast for the same announcement date at portfolio formation and after the next

resorting for resorting periods of 12 months, which is the longest period I study7. The choice

of a short horizon has the upside of better data availability and the downside that long-

term growth expectations (which are also available from IBES) are theoretically the more

important driver of stock returns. I may, therefore, fail to capture some mispricing predictors

by focusing on less important shorter horizons. In Appendix C, I repeat my main analysis

with long-term growth (LTG) expectation data.

I calculate the forecast revision of the consensus forecast for stock i at month t with x

month until the next resorting for the earnings announced at date d as:

forecast revisioni,d,t,x =
forecasti,d,t+x − forecasti,d,t

pricei,t−2y

(3)

I follow the standard practice and scale forecast revisions (and any other EPS-related

variables) by price8. I use a 2-year lagged price because otherwise mispricing can affect my

7There is a single predictor with a 36-month resorting period in my sample which I exclude.
8The reason for this scaling is that a company’s earnings per share can only be meaningfully interpreted
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results through scaling. If a stock is overpriced, its forecast revision will be scaled by a larger

price and hence be smaller than the revision of an otherwise identical stock that is correctly

priced or underpriced. Since I study mispricing-driven return predictability, there will be

differences in the level of mispricing between the stocks with predictably higher returns and

those with predictably lower returns at time t by design. However, it is unlikely that these

differences extend two years back because return predictability generally does not last that

long.

In addition to scaling by price, I winsorize all variables derived from EPS forecasts.

Winsorization is done based on the interquartile range (IQR) method. Let Q1 be the value

of the first quartile and Q3 the value of the third quartile. I winsorize all data below

Q1− 1.5(Q3−Q1) or above Q3 + 1.5(Q3−Q1). I do this because even after scaling by the

price, some firms still have significantly larger EPS, which can cause them to dominate my

analysis quantitatively.

In addition to forecast revisions, parts of my analysis also use forecast errors defined as:

forecast errori,d,t =
actual valued − forecasti,d,t

pricei,t−2y

(4)

2.4 Multiple Hypothesis Testing

Since I am testing significance for a large set of predictors, multiple hypothesis testing is

a concern. There are two common approaches to address this issue: controlling the false

discovery rate (FDR) and controlling the family-wise error rate (FWER). Controlling the

FDR limits the share of false positive results to α (i.e., 5% for the most common value of α).

Controlling the FWER limits the probability of a single false positive among all hypothesis α.

Controlling the FWER is stricter than controlling the FDR, particularly for a large number

in conjunction with its share price because EPS crucially depend on the number of shares outstanding and
can easily be changed by (reverse) stock splits. This can cause two otherwise identical companies to have
vastly different earnings per share if they have different amounts of outstanding shares. Scaling EPS-related
variables by price transforms them to earnings per $ of market capitalisation, which is unaffected by the
number of shares outstanding and is only driven by economically meaningful measures.
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of tests, since for the FDR, the number of acceptable false positives scales with the number

of tests, whereas controlling the FWER tries to rule out any false positives regardless of the

number of tests. To achieve this, controlling the FWER requires higher and higher critical

t-values as the number of tests increases, leading to a large fraction of false negatives.

In my main analysis, I report results without MHT controls and results that control the

FDR using the method by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). I chose to control the FDR

and not the FWER because I am trying to provide an accurate picture of the fraction of

mispricings related to biased expectations among all predictors. Therefore, I am not only

concerned about classifying a predictor as mispricing by mistake (type one error) but also

about failing to classify a predictor as mispricing (type two error). Since controlling the

FDR strikes a balance between limiting both error types while controlling the FWER tries

to rule out type one errors at the expense of allowing more type two errors, controlling the

FDR is more suited to my research question.

2.5 Descriptive Statistics

Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for my main variables, aggregated across the 212 pre-

dictors, that showed significant evidence of return predictability in the original sample. To

calculate the aggregated descriptive statistics, I first calculate each variable’s mean and

standard deviation separately for each predictor and then take the mean of those means

and standard deviations across the 212 predictors. Only the values for N, the number of

data points with available forecast revisions per predictor, are calculated differently. This

variable is already defined on the predictor level. Hence, the mean and standard deviation

across predictors can be calculated directly. As expected, the return is substantially larger

in the long portfolios (5.01%) compared to the short portfolios (4.10%). Forecasts are also

more positive in the long portfolio, both at portfolio formation and after the next resort-

ing. Forecast revisions are negative in both portfolios but more so in the short portfolio,

suggesting that there are at least some mispricing predictors in my sample. As discussed
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

long short

mean median sd mean median sd

Return 5.01% 2.19% 31.42% 4.10% 1.65% 30.20%
Forecast Start 0.017 0.016 0.018 0.015 0.013 0.017
Forecast End 0.016 0.015 0.018 0.014 0.012 0.017
Forecast Revision -0.00076 -0.00026 0.00525 -0.00091 -0.00033 0.00509
Forecast Error Start -0.00328 -0.00158 0.01222 -0.00362 -0.00180 0.01187
Forecast Error End -0.00213 -0.00077 0.00975 -0.00234 -0.00091 0.00944
Share Forecast Available 13.94% 13.97% 5.93% 11.93% 12.05% 5.39%
N 52969 41738 65314 56483 44668 56187

This table shows descriptive statistics for the main variables using return data from 1984 to
2022 and earnings (forecast) data from 1984 to 2022. It includes all data points with available
forecasts. Forecast-related variables are scaled by price and winsorized. The data is separated
into long and short portfolios. For all variables except N , I first calculate the mean and the
standard deviation of the variable for each portfolio of each predictor and then aggregate
across predictors by taking the mean of the individual means and standard deviations. The
variable N is already defined on the predictor level, so the mean and standard deviation
across predictors can be calculated directly. Return is the monthly stock return. Forecast
Start and Forecast End are the consensus forecast values at portfolio formation and after
the next resorting, respectively. Forecast revision is defined as Forecast end minus Forecast
Start. Forecast Error Start and Forecast Error End are the actually announced values minus
the consensus forecast values at portfolio formation and after the next resorting, respectively.
% Forecast Available is the number of return observations with available forecast revisions
divided by the total number of return observations. A more detailed description of the
variable construction can be found in Section 2.3.

above, forecast data availability is an issue. On average, I have forecast revisions for slightly

more than 10% of the data points for which I have return observations. This will reduce the

statistical power of the forecast analysis relative to the return analysis and can lead to some

mispricings not being detected.
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3 Mispricings

3.1 How Many Predictors are Mispricing?

As a first step, I test which predictors offer a significantly positive long-minus-short return

using the data up to the end of 2022 (i.e., including the post-publication period). To do

this, I calculate the monthly portfolio return using equal or value weighting depending on

which the original paper used. Next, I do t-tests to determine if the long minus short return

is significantly larger than zero with a t-statistic above 1.96 and find that this is the case

for 172 predictors. Since significant return predictability is a prerequisite for a predictor, I

only use these predictors in the subsequent analysis. I do not control for multiple hypothesis

testing in this first step because doing so would cause me to lose predictors even if their

level of return predictability is the same as in the original paper since the original papers

generally do not use MHT controls. If this approach causes a few false predictors to pass

the initial test, this will likely cause me to underestimate the share of mispricings among

the true predictors in my later analysis, as spurious predictors are unlikely to be classified as

mispricing by my test. In Table A2 in Appendix D, I show that my results are similar using

only predictors that have significantly positive long minus short returns after controlling the

false discovery rate.

By Proposition 1, a predictor is unable to predict revisions in dividend (or earnings)

expectations if it is a risk factor but may do so if it is a mispricing because predictable

changes in earnings expectations are one of the two channels through which biased beliefs

may drive return predictability. I, therefore, say that a predictor represents mispricing if

I find evidence that it predicts forecast revisions, which I test by running the following

regression using monthly-level data:

forecast revisioni,d,t,x = β1 + β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t,x (5)

In the regression, i indicates a firm, d indicates an announcement date, t is a month, and
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x is the number of months from t to the following portfolio resorting. longi,t is a dummy

that is one if stock i is sorted into the long portfolio at time t and zero if it is sorted into the

short portfolio. If a stock is neither in the short nor the long portfolio, it is excluded from

the regression. Finally, Xi,t is a vector of potential control variables.

A positive and significant coefficient of longi,t indicates that the predictor reflects mispric-

ing since, for risk factors, there should be no difference in expectations between the long and

the short portfolio. If the coefficient of longi,t is not positively significant, this suggests that

the predictor is a risk factor or a mispricing related to biased beliefs about future required

returns. It could also mean that the analysis lacks statistical power to uncover changes in

expectations in the noisy analyst forecast data or that earnings expectations, for a horizon

I do not study, drive the predictor’s abnormal returns. A crucial assumption behind this

regression is that forecasts by stock market analysts are a valid proxy of the expectations of

market participants. Previous research has found that data on analyst expectations can be

used to explain patterns in stock returns and asset prices (see Adam and Nagel (2023) for a

review), suggesting that they can indeed be used to proxy for the market’s expectations.

Another potential concern is that analysts (partially) extrapolate from returns when

revising their forecasts (as suggested by, , Ben-Rephael et al. (2021)). This could cause

forecasts to be different in the long and the short portfolio, even for risk factors. I can address

this issue by controlling for the return during the time between forecast revisions. However,

since I form a consensus forecast by aggregating individual forecasts made at different points

in time, I cannot perfectly control for the return information that was available to each

individual analyst when they made their forecast, which means that there is some concern

left that by results are biased upwards by analysts who extrapolate from returns. In Section

3.3, I provide evidence that return extrapolation by analysts cannot explain my results.

Controlling for returns also introduces a downward bias in my result as it filters out firm-

relevant news incorporated into both forecasts and prices. Nevertheless, existing evidence

suggests that analysts add private information and do not just extrapolate returns van
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Binsbergen et al. (2022), which suggests that substantial variation will be left in the analyst

forecast even when controlling for returns.

I run separate regression for each predictor with significantly positive long minus short

returns in my data. The aggregated results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Share of Mispricings among the Predictors

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

11.63% β̄ = −0.0004

15.70% β̄ = −0.0001

28.49% β̄ = 0.0001

44.19% β̄ = 0.0005

13.37% β̄ = −0.0005

17.44% β̄ = −0.0001

25.58% β̄ = 0.0001

43.60% β̄ = 0.0005

13.95% β̄ = −0.0005

16.86% β̄ = −0.0001

27.33% β̄ = 0.0001

41.86% β̄ = 0.0005

10.47% β̄ = −0.0004

16.86% β̄ = −0.0002

29.65% β̄ = 0.0001

43.02% β̄ = 0.0005

11.63% β̄ = −0.0005

19.19% β̄ = −0.0002

30.23% β̄ = 0.0001

38.95% β̄ = 0.0005

12.79% β̄ = −0.0005

18.02% β̄ = −0.0001

29.65% β̄ = 0.0001

39.53% β̄ = 0.0005

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 50568 50568 50568 50568 50568 50568
Number of Regressions 172 172 172 172 172 172

The table shows the result of the following regression: forecast revisioni,d,t,x = β1 +
β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t,x. forecast revision is the monthly revision of the consensus five
quarter ahead earnings forecast, described in detail in Section 2.3. longi,t is a dummy that
is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero if it is in the short portfolio. The
regression is run separately for each predictor, and the table reports aggregated results. Sig-
nificance tests are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control for multiple hypothesis
testing, and Columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate (FDR) at 5%. Columns 2,3,5 &
6 control for the return over the period between the two forecasts included in the revision.
Columns 3 & 6 use Year/Month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the firm and
the year/month level.

The share of predictors that have a significant positive long dummy and are classified as

mispricing varies from around 39% to around 44%. It is highest in the baseline specification

(1), with no controls or fixed effects and no adjustment for multiple hypothesis testing.

Interestingly, controlling for the return does not matter much: between specifications (1) and

(2), the share of significantly positive long dummies only drops by less than one percentage
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point. This suggests that analysts learning from prices is not a significant concern. Column

(3) adds year/month fixed effects relative to column (2), which is useful for two reasons: First,

due to limited data availability, the number of firms in the long and short portfolio varies

between months, which could bias my result upwards if I have more (less) stocks in a month

with generally good (bad) news in the long portfolio relative to the short portfolio. Second,

due to the way the forecast revision is constructed (described in Section 2.3), the difference in

forecast horizons between the initial forecast and the revised forecast varies between months

and the year/month will absorb any potential effect of this difference. Including fixed effects

decreases the share of significant strategies by less than two percentage points. I do not

include firm fixed effects, which is commonly done in regressions with panel data because, for

many return predictors, the differences between firms are the reason for return predictability

and not something I want to control for. For instance, the size (market capitalisation)

of the firm is one common return predictor, and including firm fixed effects would almost

fully absorb the effect of the firm size since firms that are in the smallest decile in some

periods generally do not move to the largest decile in other periods. Many other accounting

characteristics are similarly persistent.

Columns 4,5 & 6 are identical to columns 1,2 & 3, respectively, except that they control for

multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) by keeping the false discovery rate at 5%. Naturally, this

leads to a lower share of significant strategies. However, the effect is less than five percentage

points for all specifications, suggesting that the significant long dummies generally have t

statistics comfortably above the standard threshold of 1.96.

The coefficients are remarkably stable across specifications. Among the strategies with a

significant positive long dummy, the average coefficient is always 0.0005. The most straight-

forward way to interpret the magnitude of the coefficient in the context of the research

question of this paper is to test how much of a return difference between the long and the

short portfolio is implied by the higher earnings forecast revisions in the long portfolio exem-

plified by the positive coefficient. By comparing the implied return difference to the actual
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return difference, I could assess if biased expectations drive the entire return predictability

of mispricing predictors.

Unfortunately, to do so accurately, I would need to study changes in earnings expectations

for all future earnings announcements because, by Equation 1, I need a proxy for all future

dividend growths. Since I have to focus on a single horizon for practical reasons, I can only

do a rough back-of-the-envelope calculation in Appendix B. The result suggests that the

more positive changes in earnings expectations in the long portfolio are sufficient to explain

the full return differential between long and short portfolio stocks and, if anything, suggest

an even larger return differential.

Interestingly, around 13% of predictors also have significant negative long dummies, which

is predicted for neither mispricings nor risk factors. Since my controls for multiple hypothesis

testing limit the rate of false positives to 5%, this is unlikely to be purely a statistical artefact.

While this result is not predicted for mispricings, it is also no contradiction. Since returns are

driven by changes in expectations for all future time periods, it is possible that expectations

for a single period change in the opposite direction. In contrast, a risk factor should not

be able to predict forecast revisions for any time period and in any direction. Hence, one

potential interpretation for the result is that the associated predictors predict lower short-

term but higher long-term earnings. Another potential explanation is that the predictor is

associated with both risk and mispricing but in the opposite direction. If the predictor’s

long portfolios are riskier but also overpriced at portfolio formation and the compensation

for risk quantitatively dominates the mispricing effect, returns would be higher in the long

portfolio relative to the short portfolio while expectation revisions in the long portfolio are

more negative than those in the short portfolio at the same time. In this case, investing in

the short legs of the predictor portfolios would offer superior risk-adjusted returns despite

the lower raw return of these portfolios.

In Appendix C, I repeat my analysis using long-term growth forecasts, which capture the

analysts’ growth expectations over a firm’s full business cycle. I find that 18% of predictors
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have significantly more positive LTG forecast revisions in the long portfolio compared to the

short portfolio. This is around half as many predictors as with quarterly data, which is likely

at least partially driven by lower statistical significance because of lower data availability.

Overall, 22 predictors have significantly more positive forecast revisions in the long portfolio

both with LTG data and with quarterly data and for nine predictors the difference is only

significant with LTG data. Importantly, predictable expectations revisions at any horizon

imply mispricing, so these results suggest that my classification based on just quarterly data

slightly underestimates the share of mispricing among the return predictors.

My sample contains predictors with different resorting periods. For roughly half of the

predictors, the stocks are resorted into portfolios every month. The other predictors are

almost all resorted yearly, while a few predictors also have 3-monthly and six-monthly re-

sorting periods. In Figure A1 in Appendix D, I examine if the share of detected mispricings

among the predictors varies with the resorting frequency and find that it is broadly similar

for predictors with monthly and yearly resorting. Surprisingly, all predictors with three-

monthly and six-monthly resorting are mispricings, but there are not enough data points to

draw a firm conclusion from this result.

The return predictability of each predictor in my dataset was tested separately. Many

predictors are similar to each other, suggesting that some predictors are likely redundant.

Feng et al. (2020) address the issue of which predictors to select from a large set of candidates

using a stepwise procedure. They start with the four predictors from the Carhart (1997)

four-factor model: Market Beta, Size, Book-to-Market and Momentum. Then, they test for

each predictor in their sample of 150 predictors how much it adds to the four-factor model.

In the next step, they add the predictor that added most to the existing predictors to the

model and test all remaining predictors against the new model with five factors. They repeat

this procedure until no more predictor adds significantly to the model. Using this procedure,

they select 26 predictors, including the original four that were used as a starting point. Out

of those, I have 18 in my data, 14 of which offer significant long minus short returns.
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For each of these 14 predictors, I examine if it is linked to mispricing. Table 4 shows that

four have a t-statistic above 1.96 and are, thus, classified as mispricing by my method.

Table 4: Mispricing test for the stepwise selected predictors of Feng et al. (2020)

name T-value Parameter Standard Error Description

Accruals 1.25 0.0002 0.000139 Accruals
BMdec -0.34 -0.0001 0.000162 Book to market using December ME
ChInvIA 0.40 0.0000 0.000101 Change in capital inv (ind adj)
DelFINL 3.29 0.0003 0.000087 Change in financial liabilities
Illiquidity -3.64 -0.0008 0.000218 Amihud’s illiquidity
Mom12m 7.15 0.0007 0.000103 Momentum (12 month)
NOA 2.21 0.0001 0.000050 Net Operating Assets
Size -7.87 -0.0009 0.000112 Size
Tax 5.81 0.0006 0.000108 Taxable income to income
VolSD -0.60 -0.0000 0.000079 Volume Variance
AdExp 1.77 0.0003 0.000168 Advertising Expense
SP -0.44 -0.0001 0.000183 Sales-to-price

The table shows the result of the following regression: forecast revisioni,d,t,x = β1 +
β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t,x. forecast revision is the monthly revision of the consensus five
quarter ahead earnings forecast, described in detail in Section 2.3. longi,t is a dummy that
is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero if it is in the short portfolio. The
regression is run separately for each predictor that survived the stepwise selection procedure
from Feng et al. (2020), is included in my dataset and has significant long minus short re-
turns in my data. The regression controls for the return over the period between the two
forecasts included in the revision and uses Year/Month fixed effects. The reported t-values,
parameters and standard errors refer to longi,t. Standard errors are clustered on the firm
and the year/month level.

3.2 Which Predictors are Mispricings?

In this section, I take a closer look at which types of predictors are related to mispricing.

First, I examine if the magnitude of the long-short return of the predictors differs between

mispricings and other predictors. The mean return of the mispricing predictors is 40 basis

points and that of the other predictors is 38 basis points. Thus, the returns are remarkably

similar. Table 5 shows the mispricing classification of the 20 predictors with the largest

long-minus-short returns. We can see that out of the seven predictors with the largest long-
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minus-short returns, only 1 is classified as mispricing, but among the top twenty predictors,

thirteen predictors are classified as mispricing. This suggests that mispricing is common

among predictors with large long-minus short returns, except at the very top.

Table 5: Mispricing Classification of the Predictors with the Largest Long-Short Returns

Name Description LS Return Mispricing

IO ShortInterest Inst own among high short interest 3.20 No
STreversal Short term reversal 2.74 No
TrendFactor Trend Factor 1.66 No
IndRetBig Industry return of big firms 1.36 Yes
Frontier Efficient frontier index 1.32 No
AccrualsBM Book-to-market and accruals 1.32 No
SmileSlope Put volatility minus call volatility 1.27 No
FirmAgeMom Firm Age - Momentum 1.26 Yes
roaq Return on assets (qtrly) 1.19 Yes
IntMom Intermediate Momentum 1.14 Yes
XFIN Net external financing 1.10 Yes
AnnouncementReturn Earnings announcement return 1.09 Yes
MomVol Momentum in high volume stocks 1.09 Yes
retConglomerate Conglomerate return 1.08 Yes
MomOffSeason Off season long-term reversal 1.03 No
Mom6mJunk Junk Stock Momentum 0.97 Yes
ChTax Change in Taxes 0.95 Yes
EarningsStreak Earnings surprise streak 0.94 Yes
AssetGrowth Asset growth 0.94 Yes
Mom12mOffSeason Momentum without the seasonal part 0.94 Yes

The table shows the long minus short return of the 20 return predictors with the largest
long minus short return. It also shows the result of a mispricing classification based on the
regression of forecast revision on a long dummy with return controls, year/month fixed effects
and controls for multiple hypothesis testing (Column 6 in Table 3) for these predictors.

Next, I group the predictors into economic categories based on (A. Y. Chen and Zim-

mermann, 2021) and examine which types of predictors are most likely to be classified as

mispricing. I also compare these interpretations of the different predictor types in the liter-

ature.

Figure 2 shows the share of mispricing predictors in each category using the regression

specification that controls for return, includes fixed effects and controls the false discovery
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Figure 2: Share of Mispricings by Predictor Category

The figure shows the share of predictors that are classified as mispricing by predictor category.
The categories are taken from the Open Source Asset Pricing dataset (A. Y. Chen and
Zimmermann, 2021). The classification as mispricing is based on the regression of the forecast
revision on a long dummy with return controls, year/month fixed effects and controls for
multiple hypothesis testing (Column 6 in Table 3).

rate (Column 6 in Table 3). An individual-level overview of all mispricing predictors can

be found in Table A7 in Appendix D. Reassuringly, a large fraction of lead-lag predictors,

which are supposed to capture delayed reactions to news is classified as mispricing.

Momentum is the category with the highest share of mispricing predictors (nine out of

ten), suggesting that momentum is caused by under or overreaction to news and not by

risk. This is generally in line with the interpretation of the original authors who discovered

the return predictors, who also interpreted their result as mispricing or did not provide
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an interpretation. Moreover, investment, profitability and external financing predictors are

mostly classified as mispricing. The majority of these predictors were also classified as

mispricing by the original authors, but there are also several predictors in each category

that were originally interpreted as risk.

Importantly, the version of momentum predictor used in the Carhart (1997) four-factor

model and the versions of the profitability and investment predictors used in the five-factor

model by Fama and French (2015) are linked to mispricing9.

Finally, all volatility predictors are classified as mispricing. Three of these come from

Ang et al. (2006), who interpret their results as risk. The other volatility measures are the

earnings forecast dispersion from Diether et al. (2002) and the maximum return over the

last month from Bali et al. (2011) who both interpret their results as mispricing.

There are eleven categories with more than one significant predictor for which only one

predictor is classified as mispricing and five where no predictor is classified as mispricing.

Valuation stands out as a category with 16 significant return predictors only one of which

is classified as mispricing. This is in line with the results of Han et al. (2020), who combine

several valuation predictors into a single score and find this combined predictor is not linked

to mispricing. Overall, these results suggest that the mispricing predictors are concentrated

in certain categories of predictors.

3.3 Detecting Spurious Predictors

So far, I have assumed that all return predictors in my dataset are either risk factors or

mispricings. However, It is also possible that some are not valid return predictors at all but

instead the result of data mining or multiple hypothesis testing. This is a potential concern

for my methodology. Recall that by Equation 1, a stock has a high return between t and t+1

9The momentum predictor is the return in the preceding 12 months following Jegadeesh and Titman
(1993). The Investment predictor is defined as the change in total assets between year t-2 and year t-1,
which is originally from Cooper et al. (2008) and the profitability factor is defined as revenue minus cost
administrative expenses interest expenses, scaled by book value of equity and follows Fama and French
(2006).
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for three possible reasons: either its required return for this period is high, or the market

revised its expectation for the discounted sum of future dividend growths upwards or because

the market revised its future required returns downwards. If stocks in the long portfolio of

a spurious predictor have higher in-sample returns than those in the short portfolio, this

will likely be driven by a mixture of these three reasons. Therefore, these stocks likely have

more positive dividend growth expectation revisions on average. Importantly, these more

positive revisions do not imply mispricing, as they are not predictable. Instead, stocks with

good (bad) firm-related news are selected ex-post to be in the long (short) portfolio, as also

discussed by (Engelberg et al., 2018).

Asymptotically, if returns and revisions of earnings forecasts are correlated ex-post for

at least some stocks in a spurious predictor’s long or short portfolio, this will cause my

empirical specification to misclassify such a spurious predictor as mispricing. However, in

practice, two factors make such a misclassification less likely. First, I control for the return

in my main specification, which filters out a mechanical correlation between returns and

analyst forecast revisions. Second, changes in dividend expectations are only one reason why

a stock could have higher returns in a given period. Therefore, the long (short) portfolio of

a spurious predictor will include only some stocks that have biased dividend expectations,

whereas other stocks have high (low) risk or are mispriced for other reasons. In contrast, if a

valid mispricing predictor is driven by biased expectations, the majority of stocks in its long

portfolio should see more positive dividend expectation revisions than the stocks in its short

portfolio. With limited statistical power, it is thus much less likely that a spurious predictor

is classified as mispricing.

I do two robustness tests to study how likely it is in practice that a spurious predictor

gets classified as mispricing. First, I apply my test to a set of 66 predictors from A. Y. Chen

and Zimmermann (2021) that had no significant evidence of return predictability both in the

original paper that tested them and in the extended dataset using data up to the end of 2022.

In this sample, around 26% of predictors are classified as mispricing. While this is less than
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in the sample of significant return predictors, it highlights that some potentially spurious

predictors are classified as mispricing. However, each of these predictors was initially tested

because the researchers had the hypothesis that it might predict returns, so there are likely

some true return predictors that just do not pass the statistical significance hurdle in this

sample.

Table 6: Detected Mispricings among Insignificant Predictors

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

39.71% β̄ = −0.0003

20.59% β̄ = −0.0001

19.12% β̄ = 0.0001

20.59% β̄ = 0.0003

41.18% β̄ = −0.0003

19.12% β̄ = −0.0001

17.65% β̄ = 0.0001

22.06% β̄ = 0.0003

39.71% β̄ = −0.0003

20.59% β̄ = −0.0001

11.76% β̄ = 0.0000

27.94% β̄ = 0.0003

38.24% β̄ = −0.0003

22.06% β̄ = −0.0001

19.12% β̄ = 0.0001

20.59% β̄ = 0.0003

41.18% β̄ = −0.0003

19.12% β̄ = −0.0001

17.65% β̄ = 0.0001

22.06% β̄ = 0.0003

39.71% β̄ = −0.0003

20.59% β̄ = −0.0001

13.24% β̄ = 0.0000

26.47% β̄ = 0.0003

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 62346 62346 62346 62346 62346 62346
Number of Regressions 68 68 68 68 68 68

The table shows the result of the following regression: forecast revisioni,d,t,x = β1 +
β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t,x. forecast revision. forecast revision is the monthly revision
of the consensus five quarter ahead earnings forecast, described in more detail in Section
2.3. longi,t is a dummy that is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero if
it is in the short portfolio. The regression is run for 66 characteristics with insignificant
evidence of return predictability, both in the original sample and in the extended sample,
using all data up to the end of 2022. The table reports aggregated results. Significance tests
are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control for multiple hypothesis testing, and
Columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate (FDR) at 5%. Columns 2,3,5 & 6 control for the
return over the period between the two forecasts included in the revision. Columns 3 & 6
use Year/Month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the firm and the year/month
level.

To assess how my test performs with a sample of predictors that are unambiguously

spurious, I apply my methodology to a set of simulated spurious predictors. I generate these

predictors by randomly sorting stocks into portfolios each month. I exclude the stocks with
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the worst 2% returns from the long portfolio and those with the best 2% returns from the

short portfolio to ensure I can find portfolios with sizeable long-minus-short returns in a

reasonable time. I retain a simulated predictor if its long minus-short return is above the

90th percentile of long-minus-short returns for actual predictors.

To ensure that my simulated predictors are representative of the real predictors, they

are designed to match them on the resorting frequency, the share of stocks assigned to the

long/short portfolio and whether returns are equal or value-weighted. For example, after

removing some predictors with more complex assignment rules, which I cannot represent in

my simulated data, 12% of the predictor portfolios in my main analysis have monthly resort-

ing, are equal-weighted and assign the most extreme deciles into the long and short portfolio

respectively. Consequently, also 12% of my simulated portfolios have these properties. I

generate a number of simulated portfolios that is as close as possible to the number of real

predictor portfolios (172) while maintaining the correct share of different types of predictors,

giving me a target number of 209 portfolios.

I then run the regression specified in Equation 5 for each simulated portfolio. Table 7

shows the results, and its columns are directly comparable to those of Table 3, which uses the

actual data. In the baseline specification, 17.70% of the simulated predictors are classified as

mispricing. However, adding return controls reduces this share to 1.44% and even without

return controls, only 2.39% of simulated predictors are classified as mispricing once multiple

hypothesis testing is controlled for. In my main specification, with fixed effects, return

controls and MHT controls, no simulated predictor is classified as mispricing, suggesting

that my methodology is extremely unlikely to misclassify spurious predictors as mispricing.

Moreover, the test also suggests that my results are not driven by analysts learning from

returns. If analysts’ forecast revisions were to mechanically follow returns, we would expect

to see significantly more positive forecast revisions in the simulated long portfolios compared

to the short portfolios since they have higher returns.
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Table 7: Detected Mispricings among Simulated Spurious Predictors

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

0.48% β̄ = −0.0001

17.22% β̄ = −0.0000

64.59% β̄ = 0.0000

17.70% β̄ = 0.0001

3.83% β̄ = −0.0001

55.98% β̄ = −0.0000

38.76% β̄ = 0.0000

1.44% β̄ = 0.0001

2.87% β̄ = −0.0001

48.80% β̄ = −0.0000

46.41% β̄ = 0.0000

1.91% β̄ = 0.0001

0.00% β̄ = ””

17.70% β̄ = −0.0000

79.90% β̄ = 0.0001

2.39% β̄ = 0.0001

0.00% β̄ = ””

59.81% β̄ = −0.0000

40.19% β̄ = 0.0000

0.00% β̄ = ””

0.00% β̄ = ””

51.67% β̄ = −0.0000

48.33% β̄ = 0.0000

0.00% β̄ = ””

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 54633 54633 54633 54633 54633 54633
Number of Regressions 209 209 209 209 209 209

The table shows the result of the following regression: forecast revisioni,d,t,x = β1 +
β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t,x. forecast revision. forecast revision is the monthly revision
of the consensus five quarter ahead earnings forecast, described in more detail in Section 2.3.
longi,t is a dummy that is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero if it is in the
short portfolio. The regression is run for 209 simulated predictor portfolios that are designed
to be spurious, and the table reports aggregated results. Significance tests are done at the
5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control for multiple hypothesis testing, and Columns 4-6 con-
trol the false discovery rate (FDR) at 5%. Columns 2,3,5 & 6 control for the return over the
period between the two forecasts included in the revision. Columns 3 & 6 use Year/Month
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the firm and the year/month level.

4 Build-up or Resolution?

4.1 How many Predictors are Build-up and Resolution?

In a recent paper, van Binsbergen et al. (2023) raise the question of whether mispricing pre-

dictors capture the build-up or the resolution of mispricing. They calculate the fundamental

value of each firm in a predictor portfolio by discounting realised future dividends and capital

gains with an estimated SDF. They then compare fundamental values to market prices to

calculate price wedges, i.e., deviations of the stock price from the fundamental value. By

examining how the price wedges line up with the abnormal returns of the predictor portfolios
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they can determine if a predictor is build-up or resolution. They find that around a third

of predictors are build-up. In Section 3, I identified 72 out of my total 172 predictors that

capture mispricing driven by biased earnings expectations (based on specification 3 of Table

3). In this section, I classify these predictors into build-up and resolution predictors using an

approach that is based on forecast errors which is complementary to the price-wedge-based

approach.

For build-up predictors, prices are either correct at portfolio formation or the long port-

folio is already overpriced relative to the short portfolio. The higher returns of the long

portfolio lead to a (further) divergence of prices from fundamental value over the return

period. This divergence can capture excessive optimism about stocks in the long portfolio,

excessive pessimism about stocks in the short portfolio or both. In all of these cases, stocks

in the long portfolio should be overpriced relative to those in the short portfolio after the

period of abnormal returns. This should also be reflected in more optimistic earnings ex-

pectations for stocks in the long portfolio relative to stocks in the short portfolio at the end

of the return period. By similar reasoning, for resolution predictors, the long portfolio is

underpriced relative to the short portfolio at the time of portfolio formation. This implies

that earnings expectations are more negative for stocks in the long portfolio than stocks in

the short portfolio.

Finding evidence of biased expectations at the time of portfolio formation (at the end

of the return period) is insufficient to classify a variable as build-up (resolution). Another

requirement is that changes in expectation during the return period have led to a divergence

(convergence) of expectations. However, since I only classify predictors as mispricing if they

had more positive forecast revisions for stocks in the long portfolio than for stocks in the

short portfolio, this is the case for all mispricings. Consequently, it is sufficient to focus on

the forecast errors in this section.

To determine if a variable reflects the resolution of mispricing I, therefore, run the fol-
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lowing regression:

forecast errori,d,t = β1 + β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t (6)

To determine if a variable reflects the build-up of mispricing, I run the following regres-

sion:

forecast errori,d,t+12m = β1 + β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t (7)

In the regression formulas, i indicates a firm, d indicates an announcement date, t is the

month of a portfolio formation and m stands for a month. longi,t is a dummy that is one

if stock i is sorted into the long portfolio at time t and zero if it is sorted into the short

portfolio. Unlike in the analysis in Section 3, which used monthly level data, I only use one

data point per portfolio formation in this analysis. This implies that the data frequency

depends on the resorting period and varies between monthly and yearly depending on the

predictor. I do not use monthly data because, for resolution predictors, the difference in

expectations between the long and the short portfolio diminishes over the return period.

Hence, the further a monthly data point is away from the portfolio formation, the smaller

the difference in expectations should be, and at the time of the next rebalance, the mispricing

may be fully resolved. By a similar logic, there is initially no difference between expectations

for the long and the short portfolio for build-up predictors, and the difference has only fully

materialised at the end of the period for which the predictor predicts abnormal returns.

Thus, I only have precise predictions for differences in forecast errors between the long and

the short portfolios at the time of portfolio formation and after the next resorting. Hence, I

cannot use monthly-level data.

As with the mispricing analysis, a potential issue with my methodology is that analysts

may learn from returns. This issue is less severe here because I only use predictors classified

as mispricing. Hence, provided that this classification is valid, there should be no predictors
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where the link between the predictor and the analysts’ forecasts is purely driven by return

extrapolation in this analysis. Nevertheless, extrapolation from returns would still affect

the results. Therefore, I control for the return. For resolution predictors, I ideally want to

control for the return over the horizon during which the mispricing that is being resolved

has built up. Since this is unknown, I choose to control for the monthly returns of the 12

months preceding the forecast. For build-up predictors, mispricing is associated with the

predictors’ abnormal returns. Consequently, I control for the return between the formation

of the predictor portfolio and the time the forecast was made.

I use the predictors that were classified as mispricing using the specification with return

controls and year/month fixed effects but without MHT control (Column 3 of Table 3). I do

not control for multiple hypothesis testing for the same reason I do not do it when assessing

the return predictability of the predictors to narrow down my dataset for the mispricing

analysis: false negatives and false positives both negatively affect the quality of my dataset.

Hence, it does not make sense to focus excessively on controlling the rate of false positives.

Table 8 shows the results of a regression of forecast error on the day of portfolio formation

on the long dummy. A positive long dummy indicates that analysts are more pessimistic

about stocks in the long portfolio, which is predicted for resolution predictors. I find that,

in my preferred specification (6), in which I control for the return, include year/month fixed

effects and adjust for multiple hypothesis testing, 56.94% of mispricings are classified as

resolution. All other specifications have broadly similar results.

The share of strategies with a significant positive coefficient on the long dummy is low

at between 4.17% and 0%, suggesting that there are few predictors where the long portfolio

is already underpriced relative to the short portfolio at the time of portfolio formation.

To detect predictors that build up mispricing, I would ideally examine forecast errors

at the end of the longest possible period for which return predictors can predict abnormal

returns because this is the point where the mispricing is fully build up. Unfortunately, re-

searchers who discover return predictors generally do not attempt to discover this period
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Table 8: Share of Resolution Predictors

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

4.17% β̄ = −0.0010

13.89% β̄ = −0.0003

19.44% β̄ = 0.0004

62.50% β̄ = 0.0015

0.00% β̄ = ””

15.28% β̄ = −0.0003

25.00% β̄ = 0.0004

59.72% β̄ = 0.0015

0.00% β̄ = ””

13.89% β̄ = −0.0003

27.78% β̄ = 0.0003

58.33% β̄ = 0.0019

4.17% β̄ = −0.0010

13.89% β̄ = −0.0003

22.22% β̄ = 0.0004

59.72% β̄ = 0.0016

0.00% β̄ = ””

15.28% β̄ = −0.0003

33.33% β̄ = 0.0005

51.39% β̄ = 0.0016

0.00% β̄ = ””

13.89% β̄ = −0.0003

29.17% β̄ = 0.0003

56.94% β̄ = 0.0019

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 61727 56040 56040 61727 56040 56040
Number of Regressions 72 72 72 72 72 72

The table shows the result of the regression forecast errori,d,t = β1 + β2longi,t + β3Xi,t +
ϵi,d,t, where forecast errori,d,t indicates the consensus forecast error on the day of portfolio
formation. The regression is run separately for all predictors identified as mispricing in
the regression shown in Column 3 of Table 3 and the table reports aggregated results.
Significance tests are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control for multiple hypothesis
testing and columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate at 5%. Columns 2,3,5 & 6 control
for the 12 monthly returns before the time the forecast was made. Columns 3 & 6 use
Year/Month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the firm and the year/month
level.

and instead either test return predictability with monthly resorting of stocks into new port-

folios or with yearly resorting. Therefore, I need to make an assumption about how long a

given portfolio sort can predict abnormal returns. I choose to examine errors of five quarters

ahead forecasts made one year after the portfolio formation because one year is the longest

portfolio resorting period that is commonly used. Table 9 shows that the share of mispricing

predictors which have a significantly negative long dummy and are thus classified as build-up

predictors is 23.61% in my preferred specification (6) with return controls, year/month fixed

effects and MHT controls. Moreover, 33% of mispricing predictors still have a significant

positive long dummy, indicating that the mispricing associated with them has not been fully
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Table 9: Share of Build-up & Unresolved Predictors - Errors 1 Year After Portfolio Formation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

29.17% β̄ = −0.0012

19.44% β̄ = −0.0007

18.06% β̄ = 0.0002

33.33% β̄ = 0.0018

29.17% β̄ = −0.0012

19.44% β̄ = −0.0007

18.06% β̄ = 0.0003

33.33% β̄ = 0.0018

30.56% β̄ = −0.0013

20.83% β̄ = −0.0003

15.28% β̄ = 0.0003

33.33% β̄ = 0.0020

27.78% β̄ = −0.0013

20.83% β̄ = −0.0007

20.83% β̄ = 0.0004

30.56% β̄ = 0.0019

27.78% β̄ = −0.0013

20.83% β̄ = −0.0006

19.44% β̄ = 0.0004

31.94% β̄ = 0.0018

23.61% β̄ = −0.0013

27.78% β̄ = −0.0005

15.28% β̄ = 0.0003

33.33% β̄ = 0.0020

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 24869 24831 24831 24869 24831 24831
Number of Regressions 72 72 72 72 72 72

The table shows the result of the regression forecast errori,d,t+12 = β1 + β2longi,t + β3Xi,t +
ϵi,d,t, whereby forecast errori,d,t+12 indicates the forecast error twelve months after portfolio
formation. The regression is run for all predictors identified as mispricing in the regression
shown in Column 3 of Table 3, and the table reports aggregated results. Significance tests
are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control for multiple hypothesis testing, and
columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate at 5%. Columns 2,3,5 & 6 control for the return
over the period between the formation of the predictor portfolio and the time the forecast
was made. Columns 3 & 6 use Year/Month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on
the firm and the year/month level.

resolved.

To test if one year is a too short horizon for mispricing to build up, I repeat the analysis

with forecasts made two years after portfolio formation (Table A4 in Appendix D) and find

that almost no predictors can be classified as build-up. This suggests that the time over

which mispricing is build up is generally less than two years.

4.2 Which Predictors are Build-up and Which are Resolution?

In this section, I separate the mispricing predictors by economic category using the classi-

fications from A. Y. Chen and Zimmermann (2021) and examine each category’s share of
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Figure 3: Share of Resolution Predictors by Category

The figure shows the share of predictors classified as resolution by predictor category. The
categories come from the Open Source Asset Pricing dataset (A. Y. Chen and Zimmermann,
2021). The classification as resolution predictor is based on the regression of the forecast
error at the time of portfolio formation on a long dummy with return controls, year/month
fixed effects and controls for multiple hypothesis testing (Column 6 in Table 8).

resolution predictors. I use the regression specification with return controls, fixed effects and

MHT controls (Column 6 in Table 8) for this classification.

Six out of seven mispricing predictors related to profitability are classified as resolution.

This is in line with the results of Bouchaud et al. (2019) who show that the profitability

predictor can be explained by sticky expectations that underreact to news. Similarly, the

majority of momentum mispricings and all earnings growth-related mispricings are classified

as resolution, both of which are commnly interpreted to reflect underreaction of the market
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to good news (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993; Loh and Warachka, 2012).

Moreover, a large share of external financing predictors is also classified as resolution.

This is in line with Bradshaw et al. (2006) who show that high external financing is linked

to analyst overoptimism.

Finally, four out of five volatility predictors are classified as resolution. Among those

is the maximum return over the preceding month, which was originally also interpreted to

capture the resolution of overpricing of stocks with high upsides (Bali et al., 2011) and

analyst forecast dispersion, which was interpreted as resolving optimism driven by the fact

that with high disagreement prices reflect the views of the more optimistic investors (Diether

et al., 2002). The other volatility-related resolution predictors were originally not classified

as mispricing.

Figure 4 shows the share of build-up and unresolved predictors by category. Interestingly,

the majority of both momentum and earnings growth-related mispricings are classified as

build-up in addition to being classified as resolution. This suggests that the market first

underreacts to good news but then overcorrects for this initial underreaction, leading to

a delayed overreaction. Both underreaction and delayed overreaction have been posed as

explanations for momentum and my results suggest that both explanations have merit.

Moreover, a large share of the predictable mispricing related to external financing, volatil-

ity and profitability remains unresolved one year after portfolio formation, suggesting that

mispricing from these sources is particularly long-lasting.
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Figure 4: Share of Build-up and Unresolved Predictors by Category

The figure shows the share of predictors classified as build-up and unresolved by predictor
category. The categories come from the Open Source Asset Pricing dataset (A. Y. Chen
and Zimmermann, 2021). The classification is based on the regression of the forecast error
one year after portfolio formation using forecasts for five quarters ahead on a long dummy
with return controls, year/month fixed effects and controls for multiple hypothesis testing
(Column 6 in Table 9).

5 Comparison to other Classification Methods

5.1 Mispricing Classification of the Original Authors

A. Y. Chen et al. (2022) hand-collect original authors’ interpretation of whether the predictor

they discovered represents mispricing or risk from the texts of the papers and find that “18%

predictors are attributed to risk-based theory. 58% are attributed to mispricing and 24%

have uncertain origins.” They created a publicly available dataset including the predictor-
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level attributions, allowing me to compare them with my expectations-based classification.

I find that among the predictors classified as mispricing by the original authors, 46% are

also classified as mispricing by my method. This relatively low share is not surprising given

that I only detect a subset of mispricing types. Moreover, among the predictors classified

as risk factors by the original authors, 40% are classified as mispricing by my method. This

highlights that a substantial share of return predictability that was originally interpreted as

being driven by risk is also associated with mispricing. However, as discussed in Section 2.2,

my results do not allow me to determine if the return predictability is exclusively driven by

mispricing or by a mixture of risk and mispricing.

Overall, the results show that the share of mispricings driven by biased expectations

among supposed risk factors is relatively similar to that among supposed mispricings, which

is in line with the results of A. Y. Chen et al. (2022), whose results also suggest that return

predictors originally interpreted as risk are no more likely to be persistent risk factors than

those originally interpreted as mispricing. Together, these results highlight the importance

of formal classification methods in understanding the nature of a predictor.

5.2 Anomaly Classification of Holcblat et al. (2022)

Holcblat et al. (2022) classify predictors into anomalies and risk factors. They define an

anomaly as any return predictor whose abnormal returns cannot be explained by risk, which

is equivalent to my definition of mispricing. They perform their classification by testing if

every risk-averse investor (defined as having a concave von Neumann-Morgenstern utility

function) would prefer to invest in the predictor long over the predictor short portfolio. If

they can reject this null hypothesis, at least some type of risk-averse investor would invest

in the short portfolio. Therefore, its risk profile can potentially justify its lower returns.

However, if the null hypothesis is true, no risk-averse investor would prefer the risk-return

profile of the short portfolio over the long portfolio. Therefore, it must be mispriced.

While this pairwise portfolio test ignores the benefits of diversification that can be gained
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by investing in both the long and the short portfolio, Holcblat et al. (2022) also provide an

equilibrium foundation, showing that their null hypothesis is not rejected if the return of a

predictor exceeds the risk compensation required by risk-averse investors for a large class of

utility functions.

Based on this argument, they classify a predictor as a potential risk factor if they reject

the null hypothesis that every investor prefers the long over the short portfolio. There

can still be mispricings among the potential risk factors because the test fails to classify a

predictor as mispricing if a risk-averse utility function exists that rationalises a preference

for the short over the long portfolio, regardless of whether any investor has such a utility

function.

Any predictor for which the null hypothesis cannot be rejected is considered to be a mis-

pricing predictor (anomaly). Hence, the mispricings detected by their test include predictors

whose abnormal returns are driven by behavioural biases, information processing frictions,

market frictions, and any other driver except risk.

Given that the classification of a predictor as mispricing is based on failing to reject a

null hypothesis, a lack of statistical power can cause their test to mistakenly classify a risk

factor as mispricing. They confirm with simulations that the test has good finite sample

properties, so this is mostly a concern for return predictors with limited data availability.

Nevertheless, this suggests that their test might be less suited to applications where falsely

classifying a predictor as mispricing is more concerning than failing to detect a mispricing

predictor, particularly for return predictors with relatively few available datapoints.

In contrast, my test focuses on biased expectations and thus only classifies return predic-

tors that are driven by behavioural biases in information processing or information frictions

as mispricing. On the one hand, this means that it provides a more specific classification.

This is important because unlike mispricing from market frictions, mispricing due to biased

expectations suggests trading strategies that yield abnormal returns and can appear out of

sample through trading. On the other hand, it means that my test is less suited to accu-
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rately estimating the share of all predictors that is linked to mispricing and instead provides

a lower bound on this share. Overall, our tests are complementary because they differ in

the types of return predictors they classify as mispricing and because they have orthogonal

reasons why they would fail to detect a mispricing.

Like me, Holcblat et al. (2022) apply their test to the predictor dataset from A. Y.

Chen and Zimmermann (2021), allowing me to compare our classifications. I find that 65

of the 69 predictors that my test classifies as mispricing (using specification (6) of Table

3) are also mispricing according to their (unconditional) test, whereas only two are not

classified as mispricing (InvestPPEInv & TotalAccruals) and two (Recomm ShortInterest

and RealizedVol) are missing from their data. However, they classify 86 additional predictors

as mispricing. This result is not surprising since my test is more restrictive in the sources

of return predictability it classifies as mispricing and statistical power issues cause my test

to underestimate and their test to overestimate the share of mispricing predictors. In Table

A9 in Appendix D, I show a predictor-level comparison between our tests for each predictor

classified as mispricing by my test.

5.3 Build-up and Resolution Classification of van Binsbergen et

al. (2023)

van Binsbergen et al. (2023) also classify predictors into build-up and resolution. Their

method relies on measuring price wedges defined as the negative of the log of the fundamental

value divided by the price. This means a negative price wedge implies underpricing, and

a positive price wedge implies overpricing. The fundamental value is defined as the stream

of future dividends discounted by a benchmark SDF. They estimate the price wedge at the

portfolio level using 15 years of realised dividends. Their approach works for any factor-based

SDF, and they use CAPM for their main result. A variable is considered to be a resolution

predictor if the α and the long minus short price wedge have the opposite sign and a build-up

predictor if they have the same sign. To determine the probability that a specific predictor
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portfolio is overpriced or underpriced, they use bootstrap simulations and study the fraction

of simulated portfolios that are overpriced or underpriced. Because it is necessary to assume

a specific SDF to apply the method, it is subject to the joint hypothesis problem. Thus, it

may misclassify predictors if the wrong SDF is chosen.

van Binsbergen et al. (2023) do not provide a significance test for the long minus short

price wedge, but they provide separate tests for the price wedges of the long and the short

portfolio. I, therefore, consider a predictor to be a resolution (build-up) predictor if either

the price wedge of the short portfolio is positive (negative) and significant or the price wedge

of the long portfolio is negative (positive) and significant10.

I cannot comprehensively compare our results as van Binsbergen et al. (2023) use a

different set of predictors. However, there are 34 predictors from their sample for which I

have the same or a closely related predictor in my sample. To keep coverage of as many

variables as possible, I include variables from my sample even if they are not classified as

mispricing in my first analysis step (Table 3. However, I still require a significant long minus

short return using all returns up to the end of 2022, which reduces the overlapping set of

predictors to 25.

In general, the expectation-based and price-wedge-based approaches to classify predictors

into build-up and resolution are complementary because they use different data and have

orthogonal strengths and weaknesses. However, Figure 5 shows that there is significant

disagreement between the classification methods.

While it may seem like there is limited usefulness in combining both methods due to the

large fraction of contradictions, this is potentially driven by the choice of CAPM as SDF.

Future research using different SDFs could find less disagreement. Moreover, the comparison

is based on just 25 predictors, and the overlap may be higher in a more complete sample of

predictors.

10In theory it would be possible that a predictor is related to the build-up of mispricing in one leg of the
sorted portfolio and the resolution of mispricing in the other leg, but in practice, this does not occur.
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Figure 5: Comparison of expectation and price-wedge-based classifications

The figure shows the number of predictors classified as build-up/resolution by van Binsbergen
et al. (2023) that is classified as build-up, resolution, neither or both by my method. The
classification for my method is based on Column 6 of Table 8 for resolution predictors and
Table 9 for build-up predictors.
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6 Conclusion

Determining the degree of stock market efficiency is a fundamental question of finance with

considerable implications for the efficiency of capital allocation and hence the real economy.

Asset pricing researchers have discovered hundreds of characteristics that can predict the

cross-section of stock returns, which challenges the efficient market hypothesis. However,

this challenge crucially depends on whether these predictors represent mispricing or risk.

My results suggest that for at least 40% of them, the predictable excess returns align with

predictable changes in future earnings expectations, suggesting that they are at least par-

tially driven by mispricing. This includes commonly used predictors such as momentum,

profitability and investment. As my analysis does not capture mispricings stemming from

biased beliefs about future required returns or market frictions and uses an imperfect proxy

for the market’s future earnings expectations, the actual share of mispricings among the

predictors is likely even higher. Moreover, my results suggest that the excess returns of

some predictors capture the build-up rather than the resolution of mispricing, implying that

traders who capitalize on these predictors worsen rather than correct mispricing. Overall

my results suggest that the ample evidence for predictability of the cross-section of returns

does not just mean that existing asset pricing models have not yet incorporated all relevant

risk factors but that there is widespread mispricing in the stock market.
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A Derivations of Equation 1 & 2

The log return of an asset between time t and time t+ 1 is given by the following equation,
where Pt is the assets price at time t and Dt+1 is the dividend paid between time t and t+1:

rt+1 = log(Pt+1 +Dt+1)− log(Pt)) (8)

Based on this, Campbell and Shiller (1988a,b) showed that the following linear relation-
ship between the log return, the log dividend and the log price holds approximately:

rt+1 = k + ρpt+1 + (1− ρ)dt+1 − pt (9)

In this equation, dt is the log dividend paid at time t, and pt is the log stock price. The
parameter ρ is related to the price-dividend ratio and is close to but smaller than one, and
k is a constant term. Each variable can refer to an individual stock or the average in a
portfolio of stocks. Following Campbell (1991) this equation can be rewritten as follows:

rt+1 = k − ρ(dt+1 − pt+1) + dt+1 − pt (10)

Defining gt+1 = dt+1 − dt and rearranging gives:

pt − dt = k + ρ(pt+1 − dt+1)− rt+1 + gt+1 (11)

Iterating the equation forward while imposing lim
s→∞

ρs(dt+s − pt+s) = 0 gives:

pt − dt =
k

1− ρ
+

∞∑
s=0

ρsgt+1+s −
∞∑
s=0

ρsrt+1+s (12)

Bringing pt − dt to the right side and rt+1 to the left side gives:

rt+1 =
k

1− ρ
+

∞∑
s=0

ρsgt+s −
∞∑
s=1

ρsrt+s − (pt − dt) (13)

This holds in expectation

Et(rt+1) =
k

1− ρ
+ Et(

∞∑
s=0

ρsgt+s)− Et(
∞∑
s=1

ρsrt+s) + (dt − pt) (14)

The realised return for a period is then the expected return plus the change in dividend
expectations and minus the change in return expectations:

rt+1 = Et(rt+1) + [Et+1 − Et]
∞∑
s=0

ρsgt+1+s − [Et+1 − Et]
∞∑
s=1

ρsrt+1+s (15)

Campbell and Shiller (1988a,b) originally used the log linearisation to study the market
portfolio. However, since it follows directly from the definition of the log return, it can be
applied to other portfolios and individual stocks, as I do in Equation 1.

If it is applied to a portfolio, the (potentially weighted) average dividend and price of the
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portfolio need to be calculated before doing the log transformation since the average of a log
is not the same as the log of the average. Notably, it is theoretically possible to aggregate
the long-minus-short portfolio into a single asset by taking the average price (dividend) of
the short portfolio and subtracting it from that of the long portfolio before applying the
log-linearisation. However, this is impractical because it is not guaranteed that the resulting
averages would all be positive, which is necessary to take the log. Therefore, I average over
the long and short portfolios separately and define:

dLt = log(
∑
i∈Lt

(wi ·Di,t)) (16)

PL
t = log(

∑
i∈Lt

(wi · Pi,t)) (17)

In the equation above, Lt is the set of all stocks that are in the long portfolio at time
t and wi is the weight applied to a stock. Common weighting methods are equal weighting
and value weighting. Applying the Cambell-Shiller log-linearisation and solving forward, as
shown above, we can then write:

rLt+1 = Et(r
L
t+1) + [Et+1 − Et]

∞∑
s=0

(ρL)sgLt+1+s − [Et+1 − Et]
∞∑
s=1

(ρL)srLt+1+s (18)

We can define expressions for St, the set of all stocks in the short portfolio at time t
accordingly. We can then write:

rLSt = rLt − rSt (19)

gLSt = gLt − gSt (20)

This gives us the equation for the the long-minus-short return (Equation 2):

rLSt+1 ≈ Et(r
LS
t+1) + [Et+1 − Et]

∞∑
s=0

(ρLS)sgLSt+1+s − [Et+1 − Et]
∞∑
s=1

(ρLS)srLSt+1+s (21)

This equation requires a further approximation because ρL and ρS are not exactly the
same. However, they are both close to 1 by construction, so we can approximate them both
by ρLS.

B Magnitude

In this appendix, I provide a back-of-the-envelope calculation to estimate the magnitude of
the return differential between the long and short portfolios of mispricing predictors that the
predictable differences in forecast revisions can explain.

From Equation 1, we know that changes in expectations for all future dividends between
time t and time t + 1 are a central driver of the return between time t and time t + 1.
Throughout this paper, I use quarterly earnings forecasts as a proxy for dividend expec-
tations. Therefore, to estimate if changes in expectations can justify the higher return of
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stocks in the long portfolio, I will estimate the monthly changes in earnings expectations for
every firm in the long and short portfolio and calculate the return implied by these changes
in expectations. By comparing the difference in implied returns of stocks in the long port-
folio and stocks in the short portfolio to the actually observed return difference between the
portfolios, I can then asses how much of the observed return differential can be explained
by predictable differences in expectation revisions. I do this separately for all 68 predictors
that I identified as mispricing in the analysis in Section 3.

Estimating the implied returns faces a significant issue: it requires a forecast for all future
earnings over a firm’s life cycle. However, my dataset only contains forecasts for up to eight
quarters ahead and a long-term growth forecast, representing the yearly growth rate over
the next business cycle of three to five years. Moreover, all eight quarterly forecasts and
the LTG forecasts are rarely available for a given firm in a given month, and often, not a
single forecast is available. Therefore, to calculate the implied returns, I need to impute the
missing quarterly forecasts for up to eight quarters ahead and then calculate the estimated
forecasts for quarters more than eight quarters into the future.

This heavy use of imputing implies that my estimates will be rough and the exact numbers
should not be over-interpreted. However, this method allows me to asses if predictable
differences in earnings revisions between stocks in the long portfolio are sufficiently large to
explain the entire predictable differences in returns.

To calculate the implied return of the long and short portfolio, I proceed as follows:
On the first day of each month, I calculate each firm’s median earnings forecast for one
to eight quarters ahead and the median long-term growth forecast. I take forecasts from
individual analysts made up to 28 days before the beginning of the month into account for
the calculation of the median. Then, I retain all firms for which I have an available LTG
forecast and at least one quarterly forecast. Next, I impute missing quarterly forecasts using
the forecast for the preceding quarter and the forecasted quarterly earnings growth implied
by the LTG forecast. Thus, I impute a missing forecast for firm i at month t for q quarters
ahead for q ∈ {2...8} as:

forecasti,t,q = forecasti,t,q−1 ∗ (1 + LTG)
1
4 (22)

If forecasti,t,q−1 is negative, I do not use it for imputation because long-term growth
rates are not meant to be applied to negative forecasts, as a positive LTG forecast always
reflects a belief that the firm will grow.

Next, I perform the same procedure backwards; that is, I use available forecasts for the
subsequent quarter to impute forecasts that are still missing after the first step of imputation
for q ∈ {1...7}:

forecasti,t,q = forecasti,t,q+1/(1 + LTG)
1
4 (23)

Afterwards, I drop all forecasts for which the eight quarters ahead forecast could not be
imputed and then iteratively calculate the forecasts for nine quarters ahead up to 20 quarters
ahead, using Equation 22 for q ∈ {9...20}.

Since LTG only captures expectations for up to five years ahead, it is not a measure
of growth expectations for quarters beyond 20 quarters ahead. Therefore, I calculate the
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forecasts for between 20 and 200 quarters ahead, assuming a constant yearly growth rate of
4%. Next, I calculate for each month the average forecast in the long and short portfolio
across stocks for between 1 and 200 quarters ahead, as well as the average stock price in
each portfolio.

I assume that all firms stop existing after 200 quarters, which is a mild assumption
since, at this point, future earnings are discounted so heavily that they have minimal effect.
Furthermore, I assume that the discount factor (r) is constant over time. Under these
assumptions, the price of a stock is given by:

Pt =
200∑
q=1

Ẽt(et+q)

Ẽt(rq)
(24)

Using the average forecasts for up to 200 quarters ahead and the average price, I can
numerically solve Equation 24 for the discount factor (r) that justifies the currently observed
average stock price, given the forecasted future earnings.

Then, I calculate the one-month-ahead price (Pt+1) that is implied by the revised earnings
forecasts one month later by substituting the revised forecasts for between 1 and 200 quarters
ahead and the discount factor (r) into equation Equation 24. This allows me to calculate
the implied monthly return by comparing Pt+1 and Pt.

I separately calculate the implied monthly returns for stocks in the long and short port-
folios in each month and then take the average across months in each portfolio. This gives
me the average monthly return of the long and the short portfolio implied by the monthly
revisions in earnings forecasts. Next, I calculate the implied long-minus short return by
subtracting the implied short return from the implied long return.

As a final step, I calculate the actual difference in return between stocks in the long
portfolio, using only the subset of stocks with available forecasts that were also included in
the calculation of the implied return difference.

For a few predictors, I have several months where I do not have a single firm with a valid
data point in one of the portfolios. As this is a sign of generally bad data availability and
suggests that my results only reflect a small percentage of the total stocks in the long and
short portfolio, I drop predictors where this is the case in more than ten months from my
analysis. These predictors often also have unreasonably extreme implied returns, indicating
that outliers drive them. This leaves me with 44 out of the 68 mispricing predictors.

I find that, averaged across the 44 predictors, the monthly long-minus-short return that
is implied by the earnings forecast revisions is 0.70%, whereas the actual return difference
is 0.35%. As discussed above, this is a rough estimate, and the result depends heavily on
the LTG forecasts and the quarterly forecast with the longest available horizon, as those
forecasts are used in the calculation of the quarterly forecasts with horizons beyond eight
quarters ahead, which drive a large share of the implied return. Moreover, I need to assume
a constant discount factor and use the observed stock price, which does not fully reflect the
fundamental value of the stocks, given that they are part of mispricing predictor portfolios.

However, despite the inaccuracy of my estimation procedure, it suggests that the implied
returns are in the correct order of magnitude to fully explain the observed return difference.
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C Long-Term Growth Data

Table A1: Share of Mispricings among the Predictors - Long-Term Growth Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

8.72% β̄ = −0.4134

25.58% β̄ = −0.1603

29.07% β̄ = 0.2260

36.63% β̄ = 0.7053

8.72% β̄ = −0.4030

26.74% β̄ = −0.1628

32.56% β̄ = 0.2047

31.98% β̄ = 0.6890

6.98% β̄ = −0.3904

29.07% β̄ = −0.1396

29.07% β̄ = 0.2218

34.88% β̄ = 0.6720

6.98% β̄ = −0.4388

27.33% β̄ = −0.1700

33.14% β̄ = 0.2539

32.56% β̄ = 0.7368

6.98% β̄ = −0.4241

28.49% β̄ = −0.1724

34.88% β̄ = 0.2168

29.65% β̄ = 0.7128

5.23% β̄ = −0.3638

30.81% β̄ = −0.1583

34.30% β̄ = 0.2583

29.65% β̄ = 0.7092

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 36129 36129 36129 36129 36129 36129
Number of Regressions 172 172 172 172 172 172

The table shows the result of the regression forecastrevisioni,d,t,x = β1+β2longi,t+β3Xi,t+
ϵi,d,t,x. forecast revisioni,d,t,x is the revision of the consensus long-term earnings growth
forecast. longi,t is a dummy that is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero
if it is in the short portfolio. The regression is run for each predictor, and the table reports
aggregated results. Significance tests are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control
for multiple hypothesis testing, and columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate (FDR) at
5%. Columns 2,3,5 & 6 control for the return over the period between the two forecasts
included in the revision. Columns 3 & 6 use Year/Month fixed effects. Standard errors are
clustered on the firm and the year/month level.

Table A1 shows the same regression analysis as Table 3, except that it uses long-term
growth (LTG) forecasts from IBES, whereby LTG is defined as the yearly earnings growth
rate over a complete business cycle of three to five years. The calculation of the LTG forecast
revision follows the one for the quarterly forecast revision (Equation 3), except that I do not
scale by price because the forecast is for a growth rate and not a level. Moreover, since LTG
forecasts have no fixed target date, keeping the target date constant is impossible. Hence,
the first and the second forecasts may describe earnings growth rates over slightly different
periods.

The share of predictors with a positive coefficient is similar for quarterly and LTG fore-
casts. However, slightly fewer results are significant with LTG forecasts, likely due to worse
data availability. Next, I study if the same predictors are classified as mispricing with both
types of forecasts, focusing on the specification with return controls, fixed effects and MHT
controls. Thirty-one predictors have positive significant coefficients with both LTG and
quarterly data. Twenty additional predictors have significant coefficients with LTG data.
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Moreover, 37 predictors have significant positive coefficients with quarterly forecasts, and
three of those have a significant negative long dummy using LTG forecast.

The fact that some predictors are only significant for one of the two forecast horizons
and that there are even a few cases with significant coefficients that go in opposite directions
is not a challenge to the validity of my methodology. As Equation 1 shows, returns are
not related to expectations for a specific horizon but to expectations about the sum of all
future dividends. Therefore, a mispricing predictor may predict relatively higher returns and
relatively more negative forecast revisions for a forecast horizon if it predicts more positive
forecast revisions for other horizons. In contrast, risk factors can never predict earnings
forecast revisions of any kind. Therefore, if anything, this result implies that even more
predictors are linked to mispricing than my analysis in Section 3 suggests since a significant
link between the portfolio assignment and either the quarterly or the LTG forecast revision
is sufficient to establish that expectations are biased.

D Additional Figures & Tables

Figure A1: Share of Mispricings by Resorting Period
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The figure shows the share of predictors that are classified as mispricing by resorting period.
The classification as mispricing is based on the regression of the forecast revision on a long
dummy with return controls, year/month fixed effects and controls for multiple hypothesis
testing (Column 6 in Table 3).
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Table A2: Share of Mispricings among the Predictors - Using only Predictors with significant
FDR controlled returns

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

6.67% β̄ = −0.0003

13.33% β̄ = −0.0001

23.81% β̄ = 0.0001

56.19% β̄ = 0.0005

7.62% β̄ = −0.0004

15.24% β̄ = −0.0001

21.90% β̄ = 0.0001

55.24% β̄ = 0.0005

8.57% β̄ = −0.0004

13.33% β̄ = −0.0001

26.67% β̄ = 0.0001

51.43% β̄ = 0.0005

5.71% β̄ = −0.0003

14.29% β̄ = −0.0001

24.76% β̄ = 0.0001

55.24% β̄ = 0.0005

5.71% β̄ = −0.0003

17.14% β̄ = −0.0002

26.67% β̄ = 0.0001

50.48% β̄ = 0.0005

5.71% β̄ = −0.0004

16.19% β̄ = −0.0002

28.57% β̄ = 0.0001

49.52% β̄ = 0.0005

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 50107 50107 50107 50107 50107 50107
Number of Regressions 105 105 105 105 105 105

The table shows the result of the following regression: forecast revisioni,d,t,x = β1 +
β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t,x. forecast revision. forecast revisioni,d,t,x is the monthly revi-
sion of the consensus five quarter ahead earnings forecast, described in detail in Section 2.3.
longi,t is a dummy that is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero if it is
in the short portfolio. The regression is run for each of the 105 predictors with significant
long minus short returns when controlling the false discovery rate to 5%. The table reports
aggregated results. Significance tests are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control
for multiple hypothesis testing, and Columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate (FDR) at
5%. Columns 2,3,5 & 6 control for the return over the period between the two forecasts
included in the revision. Columns 3 & 6 use Year/Month fixed effects. Standard errors are
clustered on the firm and the year/month level. Standard errors are clustered on the firm
and the year/month level.
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Table A3: Share of Mispricings among the Predictors - Using only 1 Data Point per Portfolio
Resorting

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

12.21% β̄ = −0.0008

25.58% β̄ = −0.0003

33.14% β̄ = 0.0003

29.07% β̄ = 0.0005

13.37% β̄ = −0.0010

29.07% β̄ = −0.0003

29.65% β̄ = 0.0003

27.91% β̄ = 0.0006

12.21% β̄ = −0.0008

29.07% β̄ = −0.0003

29.65% β̄ = 0.0002

29.07% β̄ = 0.0006

10.47% β̄ = −0.0008

27.33% β̄ = −0.0003

35.47% β̄ = 0.0003

26.74% β̄ = 0.0006

10.47% β̄ = −0.0007

31.98% β̄ = −0.0004

35.47% β̄ = 0.0003

22.09% β̄ = 0.0005

8.72% β̄ = −0.0007

32.56% β̄ = −0.0004

35.47% β̄ = 0.0003

23.26% β̄ = 0.0006

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 29586 27024 27024 29586 27024 27024
Number of Regressions 172 172 172 172 172 172

The table shows the result of the regression forecastrevisioni,d,t,x = β1+β2longi,t+β3Xi,t+
ϵi,d,t,x. forecast revision. forecast revisioni,d,t,x is the revision of the consensus five quarter
ahead earnings forecast between the time a portfolio is formed and the time of the next
resorting. That is, the regression does not use the method to obtain forecast revisions at a
monthly frequency described in Section 2.3 but has one data point per portfolio formation.
longi,t is a dummy that is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero if it is in the
short portfolio. The regression is run for each predictor, and the table reports aggregated
results. Significance tests are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control for multiple
hypothesis testing, and Columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate (FDR) at 5%. Columns
2,3,5 & 6 control for the return over the period between the two forecasts included in the
revision. Columns 3 & 6 use Year/Month fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered on the
firm and the year/month level.
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Table A4: Share of Build-up & Unresolved Predictors - Errors 2 Years After Portfolio For-
mation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

11.11% β̄ = −0.0011

34.72% β̄ = −0.0004

27.78% β̄ = 0.0006

26.39% β̄ = 0.0016

11.11% β̄ = −0.0011

36.11% β̄ = −0.0004

26.39% β̄ = 0.0006

26.39% β̄ = 0.0016

11.11% β̄ = −0.0010

36.11% β̄ = −0.0004

25.00% β̄ = 0.0004

27.78% β̄ = 0.0020

5.56% β̄ = −0.0011

40.28% β̄ = −0.0005

29.17% β̄ = 0.0006

25.00% β̄ = 0.0017

5.56% β̄ = −0.0011

41.67% β̄ = −0.0005

29.17% β̄ = 0.0007

23.61% β̄ = 0.0016

6.94% β̄ = −0.0011

40.28% β̄ = −0.0005

30.56% β̄ = 0.0006

22.22% β̄ = 0.0020

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 22001 22001 22001 22001 22001 22001
Number of Regressions 72 72 72 72 72 72

The table shows the result of the regression forecasterrori,d,t+24 = β1+β2longi,t+Xi,t+ϵi,d,t,
whereby forecasterrori,d,t+24 indicates the forecast error 24 months after portfolio formation.
longi,t is a dummy that is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero if it
is in the short portfolio. The regression is run for all predictors identified as mispricing
in the regression shown in Column 3 of Table 3, and the table reports aggregated results.
Significance tests are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control for multiple hypothesis
testing, and columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate at 5%. Columns 2,3,5 & 6 control
for the return over the period between the formation of the predictor portfolio and the time
the forecast was made. Columns 3 & 6 use Year/Month fixed effects. Standard errors are
clustered on the firm and the year/month level.
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Table A5: Share of Mispricings among the Predictors - Pre-Publication Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

7.19% β̄ = −0.0006

21.57% β̄ = −0.0002

38.56% β̄ = 0.0003

32.68% β̄ = 0.0005

7.84% β̄ = −0.0005

24.18% β̄ = −0.0003

35.29% β̄ = 0.0002

32.68% β̄ = 0.0006

8.50% β̄ = −0.0005

23.53% β̄ = −0.0002

34.64% β̄ = 0.0002

33.33% β̄ = 0.0006

6.54% β̄ = −0.0005

22.22% β̄ = −0.0003

45.75% β̄ = 0.0003

25.49% β̄ = 0.0005

7.19% β̄ = −0.0005

24.84% β̄ = −0.0003

44.44% β̄ = 0.0002

23.53% β̄ = 0.0006

7.84% β̄ = −0.0005

24.18% β̄ = −0.0002

39.22% β̄ = 0.0002

28.76% β̄ = 0.0007

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 15703 15703 15703 15703 15703 15703
Number of Regressions 153 153 153 153 153 153

The table shows the result of the following regression: forecast revisioni,d,t,x = β1 +
β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t,x. forecast revision. forecast revisioni,d,t,x is the monthly revi-
sion of the consensus five quarter ahead earnings forecast, described in detail in Section 2.3.
longi,t is a dummy that is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero if it is in
the short portfolio. The regression is run separately for each predictor, and the table reports
aggregated results. The table only shows results for 153 instead of the usual 172 regressions
because forecast data only becomes available after 1980, so there is no pre-publication data
available for some predictors. Significance tests are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do
not control for multiple hypothesis testing, and Columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate
(FDR) at 5%. Columns 2,3,5 & 6 control for the return over the period between the two
forecasts included in the revision. Columns 3 & 6 use Year/Month fixed effects. Standard
errors are clustered on the firm and the year/month level.
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Table A6: Share of Mispricings among the Predictors - Post-Publication Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

significant positive

insignificant positive

insignificant negative

significant negative

9.30% β̄ = −0.0005

20.35% β̄ = −0.0001

29.07% β̄ = 0.0002

41.28% β̄ = 0.0005

12.21% β̄ = −0.0005

18.60% β̄ = −0.0001

30.23% β̄ = 0.0002

38.95% β̄ = 0.0005

13.95% β̄ = −0.0005

15.70% β̄ = −0.0001

31.40% β̄ = 0.0001

38.95% β̄ = 0.0006

8.14% β̄ = −0.0005

21.51% β̄ = −0.0002

34.30% β̄ = 0.0002

36.05% β̄ = 0.0006

10.47% β̄ = −0.0005

20.35% β̄ = −0.0002

36.05% β̄ = 0.0002

33.14% β̄ = 0.0006

11.63% β̄ = −0.0006

18.02% β̄ = −0.0001

34.88% β̄ = 0.0002

35.47% β̄ = 0.0006

Control Return No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects None None Year/Month None None Year/Month
MHT Control None None None Fdr Fdr Fdr
Mean Regression NObs 36600 36600 36600 36600 36600 36600
Number of Regressions 172 172 172 172 172 172

The table shows the result of the following regression: forecast revisioni,d,t,x = β1 +
β2longi,t + β3Xi,t + ϵi,d,t,x. forecast revision. forecast revisioni,d,t,x is the monthly revi-
sion of the consensus five quarter ahead earnings forecast, described in detail in Section 2.3.
longi,t is a dummy that is one if a stock is sorted into the long portfolio and zero if it is in
the short portfolio. The regression is run separately for each predictor, and the table reports
aggregated results. Significance tests are done at the 5% level. Columns 1-3 do not control
for multiple hypothesis testing, and Columns 4-6 control the false discovery rate (FDR) at
5%. Columns 2,3,5 & 6 control for the return over the period between the two forecasts
included in the revision. Columns 3 & 6 use Year/Month fixed effects. Standard errors are
clustered on the firm and the year/month level.
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Table A7: Significant Mispricings with Categories

name t value parameter standard error Description Economic Category

AnalystRevision 21.22 0.0006 0.000026 EPS forecast revision earnings forecast
AnnouncementReturn 18.33 0.0006 0.000030 Earnings announcement return earnings event
ResidualMomentum 16.16 0.0007 0.000043 Momentum based on FF3 residuals momentum
Mom6mJunk 16.06 0.0011 0.000066 Junk Stock Momentum momentum
REV6 14.03 0.0007 0.000047 Earnings forecast revisions earnings forecast
Mom12mOffSeason 13.72 0.0011 0.000084 Momentum without the seasonal part other
EarningsStreak 13.24 0.0007 0.000051 Earnings surprise streak earnings growth
DelBreadth 12.86 0.0007 0.000054 Breadth of ownership ownership
Mom6m 12.08 0.0011 0.000088 Momentum (6 month) momentum
EarningsForecastDisparity 11.02 0.0005 0.000042 Long-vs-short EPS forecasts earnings forecast
CompEquIss 9.96 0.0003 0.000031 Composite equity issuance external financing
NumEarnIncrease 9.96 0.0002 0.000023 Earnings streak length earnings growth
IdioVol3F 9.40 0.0004 0.000046 Idiosyncratic risk (3 factor) volatility
RealizedVol 9.34 0.0005 0.000050 Realized (Total) Volatility volatility
ForecastDispersion 9.27 0.0004 0.000044 EPS Forecast Dispersion volatility
FEPS 9.10 0.0006 0.000064 Analyst earnings per share profitability
NetEquityFinance 8.45 0.0012 0.000137 Net equity financing external financing
RevenueSurprise 8.29 0.0003 0.000034 Revenue Surprise sales growth
ShareRepurchase 8.11 0.0005 0.000062 Share repurchases payout indicator
EarningsSurprise 8.02 0.0003 0.000042 Earnings Surprise earnings growth
MomRev 7.82 0.0008 0.000107 Momentum and LT Reversal momentum
MomVol 7.77 0.0014 0.000176 Momentum in high volume stocks momentum
InvestPPEInv 7.49 0.0002 0.000024 change in ppe and inv/assets investment
dNoa 7.40 0.0002 0.000033 change in net operating assets investment
Mom12m 7.15 0.0007 0.000103 Momentum (12 month) momentum
FirmAgeMom 7.03 0.0009 0.000124 Firm Age - Momentum momentum
XFIN 6.70 0.0012 0.000181 Net external financing external financing
retConglomerate 6.55 0.0004 0.000059 Conglomerate return lead lag
roaq 6.22 0.0004 0.000066 Return on assets (qtrly) profitability
IndRetBig 6.10 0.0004 0.000062 Industry return of big firms lead lag
ChTax 5.98 0.0003 0.000053 Change in Taxes other
Tax 5.81 0.0006 0.000108 Taxable income to income other
DelEqu 5.19 0.0006 0.000106 Change in equity to assets investment
NetPayoutYield 5.16 0.0013 0.000243 Net Payout Yield valuation
ShareIss1Y 5.07 0.0005 0.000098 Share issuance (1 year) external financing
DelCOA 4.69 0.0005 0.000103 Change in current operating assets investment
ChEQ 4.61 0.0005 0.000106 Growth in book equity investment
OperProf 4.37 0.0006 0.000139 operating profits / book equity profitability
IntMom 4.33 0.0003 0.000059 Intermediate Momentum momentum
CBOperProf 4.26 0.0006 0.000139 Cash-based operating profitability profitability
zerotradeAlt1 3.88 0.0011 0.000284 Days with zero trades liquidity
hire 3.80 0.0004 0.000107 Employment growth investment
IndMom 3.78 0.0002 0.000056 Industry Momentum momentum
OperProfRD 3.57 0.0006 0.000156 Operating profitability R&D adjusted profitability
VolumeTrend 3.41 0.0004 0.000123 Volume Trend volume
AssetGrowth 3.41 0.0006 0.000188 Asset growth investment
ConvDebt 3.34 0.0001 0.000028 Convertible debt indicator external financing
CustomerMomentum 3.33 0.0002 0.000065 Customer momentum lead lag
OScore 3.33 0.0005 0.000158 O Score default risk
DelFINL 3.29 0.0003 0.000087 Change in financial liabilities external financing
IndIPO 3.20 0.0001 0.000039 Initial Public Offerings external financing
RoE 3.18 0.0003 0.000106 net income / book equity profitability
PctAcc 3.16 0.0005 0.000155 Percent Operating Accruals accruals
ShortInterest 2.90 0.0002 0.000062 Short Interest short sale constraints
TotalAccruals 2.84 0.0003 0.000102 Total accruals investment
PctTotAcc 2.77 0.0004 0.000144 Percent Total Accruals accruals
Recomm ShortInterest 2.64 0.0004 0.000155 Analyst Recommendations and Short-Interest recommendation
EarnSupBig 2.62 0.0002 0.000061 Earnings surprise of big firms lead lag
InvGrowth 2.51 0.0005 0.000200 Inventory Growth profitability
MRreversal 2.51 0.0003 0.000113 Medium-run reversal long term reversal
betaVIX 2.48 0.0001 0.000032 Systematic volatility volatility
MaxRet 2.47 0.0002 0.000074 Maximum return over month volatility
iomom supp 2.46 0.0001 0.000040 Suppliers momentum lead lag
CoskewACX 2.44 0.0001 0.000043 Coskewness using daily returns risk
DelNetFin 2.43 0.0002 0.000086 Change in net financial assets investment
ChInv 2.40 0.0004 0.000150 Inventory Growth investment
ChForecastAccrual 2.27 0.0002 0.000084 Change in Forecast and Accrual earnings forecast
CompositeDebtIssuance 2.24 0.0002 0.000088 Composite debt issuance external financing
NOA 2.21 0.0001 0.000050 Net Operating Assets asset composition
MomSeason06YrPlus 2.16 0.0001 0.000068 Return seasonality years 6 to 10 other
ChNWC 2.13 0.0002 0.000082 Change in Net Working Capital investment
EquityDuration 1.99 0.0003 0.000150 Equity Duration valuation

The table shows the significant mispricings based on the regression of forecast revision on
a long dummy with return controls and year/month fixed effects (Column 3 in Table 3), as
well as the economic category they belong to based on the classification by A. Y. Chen and
Zimmermann (2021).
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Table A8: Build-up and Resolution Predictors with Category

name Economic Category T Value Start Significant Fdr Control Start T Value 1 Year After Significant Fdr Control 1 Year After

PctAcc accruals -0.37 No -0.13 No
PctTotAcc accruals 0.77 No 0.64 No
NOA asset composition 7.19 Yes 3.24 Yes
OScore default risk 4.68 Yes 2.29 Yes
AnnouncementReturn earnings event 9.44 Yes 0.49 No
AnalystRevision earnings forecast 14.44 Yes -1.38 No
REV6 earnings forecast 5.01 Yes -7.40 Yes
EarningsForecastDisparity earnings forecast -0.29 No -8.61 Yes
ChForecastAccrual earnings forecast 0.38 No 0.42 No
EarningsStreak earnings growth 14.20 Yes 2.67 Yes
NumEarnIncrease earnings growth 3.30 Yes -4.05 Yes
EarningsSurprise earnings growth 4.67 Yes -4.60 Yes
ShareIss1Y external financing 1.90 No 3.07 Yes
CompositeDebtIssuance external financing 0.60 No 0.24 No
ConvDebt external financing 2.94 Yes 3.26 Yes
XFIN external financing 2.26 No 5.40 Yes
NetEquityFinance external financing 4.98 Yes 5.28 Yes
IndIPO external financing 3.01 Yes 2.66 Yes
DelFINL external financing 0.90 No -0.00 No
CompEquIss external financing 7.66 Yes 1.94 No
TotalAccruals investment -1.42 No -2.76 Yes
hire investment 0.30 No -0.55 No
InvestPPEInv investment 5.74 Yes 1.46 No
DelNetFin investment 3.12 Yes 1.91 No
ChEQ investment 0.06 No -2.14 No
ChInv investment -1.58 No -2.02 No
AssetGrowth investment -0.25 No -1.56 No
DelEqu investment -0.13 No -2.18 No
ChNWC investment 1.45 No 0.18 No
DelCOA investment 1.20 No -1.13 No
dNoa investment 4.08 Yes -0.15 No
EarnSupBig lead lag 0.69 No -1.97 No
retConglomerate lead lag 2.87 Yes -0.64 No
CustomerMomentum lead lag 4.00 Yes -0.38 No
IndRetBig lead lag 1.22 No -2.70 Yes
iomom supp lead lag 2.30 No -1.78 No
zerotradeAlt1 liquidity 1.59 No 0.68 No
MRreversal long term reversal -1.73 No -0.33 No
MomRev momentum -0.88 No -3.63 Yes
Mom12m momentum 3.75 Yes -3.96 Yes
FirmAgeMom momentum 5.26 Yes -2.15 No
Mom6m momentum 4.95 Yes -3.37 Yes
Mom6mJunk momentum 9.74 Yes -5.56 Yes
ResidualMomentum momentum 12.10 Yes -2.41 Yes
MomVol momentum 3.52 Yes -2.51 Yes
IndMom momentum 0.51 No -1.53 No
IntMom momentum 1.99 No -4.92 Yes
Tax other 3.06 Yes 2.21 Yes
ChTax other -0.61 No -4.62 Yes
MomSeason06YrPlus other 1.65 No 2.32 Yes
Mom12mOffSeason other 7.32 Yes -6.81 Yes
DelBreadth ownership 6.06 Yes -3.46 Yes
ShareRepurchase payout indicator 5.65 Yes 8.47 Yes
InvGrowth profitability -0.93 No -0.54 No
OperProfRD profitability 9.09 Yes 5.45 Yes
RoE profitability 3.47 Yes 6.98 Yes
FEPS profitability 7.55 Yes 5.16 Yes
roaq profitability 4.91 Yes 3.49 Yes
OperProf profitability 3.61 Yes 5.59 Yes
CBOperProf profitability 6.37 Yes 4.72 Yes
Recomm ShortInterest recommendation 3.76 Yes 3.14 Yes
CoskewACX risk 0.85 No -0.53 No
RevenueSurprise sales growth 0.33 No -8.11 Yes
ShortInterest short sale constraints 0.23 No 0.13 No
NetPayoutYield valuation 3.77 Yes 3.85 Yes
EquityDuration valuation 1.50 No 2.46 Yes
RealizedVol volatility 17.16 Yes 10.44 Yes
MaxRet volatility 11.76 Yes 7.68 Yes
IdioVol3F volatility 19.38 Yes 12.78 Yes
ForecastDispersion volatility 16.63 Yes 10.13 Yes
betaVIX volatility 0.62 No -1.62 No
VolumeTrend volume 0.65 No 0.56 No

The table shows the results of a regression of the forecast errors of five quarters ahead
forecasts made at the time of portfolio formation (Column 3 in Table 8) and the results of a
regression of the forecast error of five quarters ahead forecasts made one year after portfolio
formation (Column 3 in Table 9) on a long dummy, for each predictor that is classified as a
mispricing based on the regression of forecast revision on a long dummy (Column 3 in Table
3), as well as the economic category they belong to based on the classification by A. Y. Chen
and Zimmermann (2021).
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Table A9: Significant Mispricings - Comparison to Holcblat et al. (2022)

Name P-value Expectations P-value Risk

AnalystRevision p<0.001 p=1.000
AnnouncementReturn p<0.001 p=1.000
AssetGrowth p<0.001 p=1.000
betaVIX p=0.013 p=0.400
CBOperProf p<0.001 p=1.000
ChEQ p<0.001 p=0.640
ChForecastAccrual p=0.023 p=0.400
ChInv p=0.016 p=1.000
ChTax p<0.001 p=0.580
CompEquIss p<0.001 p=1.000
CompositeDebtIssuance p=0.025 p=1.000
ConvDebt p<0.001 p=1.000
CoskewACX p=0.015 p=0.360
CustomerMomentum p<0.001 p=0.270
DelBreadth p<0.001 p=0.590
DelCOA p<0.001 p=1.000
DelEqu p<0.001 p=0.730
DelFINL p<0.001 p=1.000
DelNetFin p=0.015 p=1.000
dNoa p<0.001 p=1.000
EarningsForecastDisparity p<0.001 p=0.370
EarningsStreak p<0.001 p=1.000
EarningsSurprise p<0.001 p=0.470
EarnSupBig p=0.009 p=0.530
FEPS p<0.001 p=1.000
FirmAgeMom p<0.001 p=1.000
ForecastDispersion p<0.001 p=1.000
hire p<0.001 p=1.000
IdioVol3F p<0.001 p=1.000
IndIPO p=0.001 p=0.470
IndMom p<0.001 p=0.250
IndRetBig p<0.001 p=1.000
IntMom p<0.001 p=0.490
InvestPPEInv p<0.001 p=0.050
InvGrowth p=0.012 p=1.000
iomomsupp p=0.014 p=1.000
MaxRet p=0.014 p=0.420
Mom12m p<0.001 p=1.000
Mom12mOffSeason p<0.001 p=1.000
Mom6m p<0.001 p=1.000
Mom6mJunk p<0.001 p=0.530
MomRev p<0.001 p=1.000
MomVol p<0.001 p=1.000
NetEquityFinance p<0.001 p=1.000
NetPayoutYield p<0.001 p=1.000
OScore p<0.001 p=1.000
PctAcc p=0.002 p=0.460
PctTotAcc p=0.006 p=0.490
RealizedVol p<0.001 missing
RecommShortInterest p=0.008 missing
ResidualMomentum p<0.001 p=1.000
retConglomerate p<0.001 p=1.000
REV6 p<0.001 p=1.000
RevenueSurprise p<0.001 p=0.300
roaq p<0.001 p=1.000
ShareIss1Y p<0.001 p=1.000
Tax p<0.001 p=0.370
TotalAccruals p=0.005 p=0.030
XFIN p<0.001 p=1.000
zerotradeAlt1 p<0.001 p=1.000
MRreversal p=0.012 p=1.000
NumEarnIncrease p<0.001 p=1.000
OperProf p<0.001 p=1.000
OperProfRD p<0.001 p=1.000
RoE p=0.001 p=1.000
ShareRepurchase p<0.001 p=1.000
ShortInterest p=0.004 p=1.000
VolumeTrend p<0.001 p=1.000

The table compares the expectation-based mispricing specification from this paper and the
risk-based classification by Holcblat et al. (2022). The Column “P-value Expectations” shows
the results of the regression of forecast revision on a long dummy with return controls and
year/month fixed effects (Column 3 in Table 3). A low p-value indicates that the predictor is
a mispricing. The column “P-value Risk” shows the result of their unconditional test (Table
A.11 of the march 2022 version of their working paper). A high p-value indicates that the
predictor is a mispricing.
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E Detailed Predictor Definitions

This section contains more detailed variable definitions for the predictors mentioned by
name in the main part of the paper. Definitions come from the Open Source Asset Pricing
(OpenAP) data documentation by A. Y. Chen and Zimmermann (2021) and are in some cases
augmented with details from the original paper or highlight differences between the OpenAP
definition and the one in the original paper. The OpenAp definitions are in quotation marks.
Anything not in quotation marks is additional information.

AbnormalAccruals “Define Accruals as net income (ib) minus operating cash flow (oancf),
divided by average total assets (at) for years t-1 and t. If oancf is missing, replace operating
cash flow with funds from operations (fopt) minus the annual change in total current as-
sets (act) plus the annual change in cash and short-term investments (che) plus the annual
change in current liabilities (lct) minus the annual change in debt in current liabilities (dlc).
For each year t and 2-digit sic code, regress Accruals on: the inverse of average total assets
for year t-1, the change in revenue (sale) from year t-1 to t divided by total assets for t-1,
property plant and equipment (ppegt) divided by total assets for t-1. AbnormalAccrual is
the residual from this cross-sectional regression.” Originally from Xie (2001).

Accruals “Annual change in current total assets (act) minus annual change in cash and
short-term investments (che) minus annual change in current liabilities (lct) minus annual
change in debt in current liabilities (dlc) minus change in income taxes (txp). All divided
by average total assets (at) over this year and last year. Exclude if abs(prc) < 5.” Originally
by Sloan (1996), who interprets this predictor as resolution of mispricing.

AccrualsBM - Book-to-market and accruals “Binary variable equal to 1 if stock is
in the highest Accrual quintile and the lowest BM quintile, and equal to 0 if stock is in
the lowest Accrual quintile and the highest BM quintile. Exclude if book equity (ceq) is
negative.” Originally from Bartov and Kim (2004).

AdExp “Advertising expense (xad) over market value of equity (shrout*abs(prc))” Origi-
nally from Chan et al. (2001).

AnalystRevision - EPS forecast revision “keep fpi == 1, last obs each month. Signal
is meanest / last month’s meanest.” Take stocks that are followed by three or more analysts
that have shown the greatest increase in their mean earnings forecasts since the prior month.
The horizon of the forecasts is not specified in the paper. Original paper by Hawkins et al.
(1984).

AnnouncementReturn - Earnings announcement return “Get announcement date
for quarterly earnings from IBES (fpi = 6). AnnouncementReturn is the sum of (ret - mktrf
+ rf) from one day before an earnings announcement to 2 days after the announcement.”
Stocks with positive AnnouncementReturn are in the long portfolio. Originally by Chan
et al. (1996).
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AssetGrowth “Annual growth rate of total assets (at)”. Firms that grow less are in the
long portfolio. Originally by Cooper et al. (2008).

BetaLiquidityPS “Monthly excess return (ret -rf) regressed on innovations in liquidity
from Pastor’s website (https://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/lubos.pastor/research/liq_
data_1962_2018.txt). Use 60 month rolling window regression, and require at least 36 non-
missing observations.” Originally from Pástor and Stambaugh (2003)

BMdec - Book to market using December Market Equity “BM using most recent
December value of market equity.” Originally from Fama and French (1992).

Hire - Employment growth “Change in number of employees (emp) between t -1 and
t, scaled by average number of employees in t-1 and t. Replace hire with 0 if emp or lagged
emp is missing. Firms with fewer hires are in the long portfolio.” The original paper by Belo
et al. (2014) has a model and offers a risk-based explanation for this effect.

ChEQ - Growth in book equity “Ratio of book equity (ceq) to book equity in the
previous year. Include only if book equity is positive this year and last year.” Originally by
Lockwood and Prombutr (2010).

ChInv - Inventory Growth “12 month change in inventory (invt) divided by average to-
tal assets.” Originally by Thomas and H. Zhang (2002). Change in inventory is a component
of Accruals.

ChInvIA - Change in capital inv (ind adj) “Growth in capital expenditure (capx)
minus average growth in capital expenditure in the same industry (two-digit SIC). If capx is
missing, capital expenditure is defined as the annual change in property, plant and equipment
(ppent). Capital expenditure growth is defined as the percentage growth of capx today
relative to the average capx over the previous two years (.5*(capxt−1 + capxt−2), or as
percentage growth relative to the previous year only if t-2 is missing.” Stocks with low growth
in capital expenditure are in the long portfolio. Originally by Abarbanell and Bushee (1998),
who use a regression and initially start with the opposite hypothesis that more investment
should mean higher returns.

ChTax - Change in Taxes “4-quarter change in quarterly total taxes (txtq), scaled by
lagged total assets (at).” Stocks with an increase in tax expense are in the long portfolio.
Originally by Thomas and H. Zhang (2002), whose interpretation is that an increase in
tax, while it may seem bad, is a proxy for increased core profitability to which the market
underreacts.

CompEquIss - Composite Equity Issuance “5 year growth rate of market value of
equity minus 5 year stock return.” The long portfolio contains the stocks with low Composite
Equity Issuance. Originally by Daniel and Titman (2006).
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DelCOA - Change in current operating assets “Difference in current operating assets
(total current assets (act) minus cash and short-term investments (che)) between years t-1
and t, scaled by average total assets (at) in years t-1 and t.” Originally by Richardson et al.
(2005). The long portfolios are the stocks with a low difference in operating assets.

DelBreadth - Breadth of ownership “Quarterly change in the number of institutional
owners (numinstowners) from 13F data. Exclude if in the lowest quintile of stocks by market
value of equity (based on NYSE stocks only).” Stocks with positive changes in owners are
in the long portfolio. Originally from J. Chen et al. (2002).

DelEqu - Change in equity to assets “Difference in book equity (ceq) between years
t-1 and t, scaled by average total assets (at) in years t-1 and t.” Originally by Richardson
et al. (2005).

DelFINL - Change in financial liabilities “Difference in financial liabilities (sum of
long-term debt (dltt), current liabilities (dlc) and preferred stock (pstk)) between years t-1
and t, scaled by average total assets (at) in years t-1 and t.” Originally by Richardson et al.
(2005). They do Fama-MacBeth regression and find a significant positive effect on return
if only the variable is included and a negative (insignificant) if it is included together with
their other financing measures. The original paper defines the measure in the opposite way
as the difference between years t and t-1, but then flips the sign for the relevant regression
in table 8. Stocks with a decrease in liabilities are in the long portfolio.

dNoa - change in net operating assets “12-month growth in Net Operating Assets
scaled by lagged total assets (at). Net Operating assets are operating assets minus operating
liabilities. Operating assets are total assets (at) minus cash- and short-term investments
(che), operating liabilities are total assets minus long-term debt (dltt), minority interest
(mib), deferred charges (dlc), book equity (ceq) and preferred stock (pstk), all items (except
at and ceq) replaced with 0 if missing.” Stocks with a decrease in NOA are in the long
portfolio. Originally by Hirshleifer et al. (2004). They find a strong effect in a regression
but only when not controlling for the level of net operating assets, which is also among the
predictors (NOA)

EarningsForecastDisparity - Long-vs-short EPS forecasts “Analyst forecasted 5-
year earnings growth (fgr5yr) minus 100 times the difference between mean earnings fore-
cast (meanest) and fiscal year earnings expectations (fy0a). ” The original paper (Da and
Warachka, 2011) uses the following definition, which is somewhat different: Compare 1-year
growth forecast ISTG calculated by taking IBES 1 year ahead forecast and getting the change
to the last announced value to LTG. The short portfolio is the one that has a high LTG and
low ISTG, and the long portfolio has a Low LTG and high ISTG.

EarningsStreak - Earnings surprise streak “Use fpi == 6 and only the last statpers
for each anndats act. Define surp = (actual - meanest)/price. Define a firm-anndats as a
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streak if surp has the same sign as the most recent surp observation. Keep only streaks.
Then define signal = surp.” Originally by Loh and Warachka (2012).

FEPS - Analyst Earnings Per Share “Using IBES unadjusted forecasts, keep fpi ==
1, signal is meanest.” Construct the mean 1 Year ahead earnings per share forecast in the
previous month. The original paper (Cen et al., 2006) first sorts on firm characteristics (size,
price BTM and 6-month return) and then within these sorts on FEPS. Stocks with high
forecasts are in the long portfolio.

FirmAgeMom - Firm Age - Momentum “6 month return, restricted to the bottom
quintile of the cross-sectional firm age distribution. Exclude if price less than 5 or firm
younger than 12 months.” Originally from X. F. Zhang (2006).

ForecastDispersion - EPS Forecast Dispersion “Keep fpi = 1 and fpedats ¿ statpers +
30. Standard deviation of earnings estimates (stdev est) scaled by mean earnings estimate.”
”Dispersion is defined as the standard deviation of earnings forecasts scaled by the absolute
value of the mean earnings forecast. If the mean earnings forecast is zero, then the stock is
assigned to the highest dispersion category.” Use one-year-ahead forecasts. Originally from
Diether et al. (2002)

Frontier - Efficient frontier index “Frontier is the residual of a regression of log(BM)
on log(book equity (ceq)), long-term debt (dltt) to assets (at), capital expenditures (capx)
to revenue (sale), R&D expense (xrd) to revenue, advertising expense (xad) to revenue,
property plant and equipment (ppent) to assets, EBIT (ebitda) to assets, and dummies for
Fama-French’s 48 industry definitions. Regression is updated each month with a rolling
window of 60 months.” Originally from Nguyen and Swanson (2009).

grcapx - Change in capex (two years) “Growth rate of capital expenditures (capx)
relative to two years ago. If capx is missing, replace with annual change in property, plant
and equipment (ppent).” Originally from Anderson and Garcia-Feijóo (2006).

grcapx3y - Change in capex (three years) “Capital expenditures (capx) divided by
the sum of capital expenditures from year - 1, year -2, and year -3. If capx is missing, replace
with annual change in property, plant and equipment (ppent).” Originally by Anderson and
Garcia-Feijóo (2006).

Illiquidity “Past twelve month average of: daily return (abs(ret)) divided by turnover((abs(prc)*vol)”
Originally from Amihud (2002).

IndRetBig - Industry return of big firms “Average monthly return (ret) of the 30%
largest companies by market value of equity in the same Fama-French 48 industry. Exclude
the largest 30% of companies for IndRetBig (not to compute the anomaly!) ” Originally
from Hou (2007)
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IntMom - Intermediate Momentum “Stock return between months t-12 and t-6” Orig-
inally from Novy-Marx (2012).

IO ShortInterest - Institutional ownership among high short interest stock “Ex-
clude all stocks with short interest (ShortInterest) below 99th percentile. IO ShortInterest
is institutional ownership (instown perc). Keep NYSE Only.” Originally from Asquith et al.
(2005).

InvestPPEInv - change in ppe and inv/assets “One-year change in property, plants
and equipment (ppegt) plus one year change in inventory (invt), scaled by one-year lagged
assets (at).” Originally by Lyandres et al. (2008).

Leverage - Market leverage “Total liabilities (lt) divided by market value of equity.”
Stocks with high leverage are in the long portfolio. Originally by Bhandari (1988)

MeanRankRevGrowth - Revenue Growth Rank “Rank firms by their annual rev-
enue growth each year over the past 5 years. MeanRankRevGrowth is the weighted average
of ranks over the past 5 years, that is, MeanRankRevGrowth = (5*Rankt−1 + 4*Rankt−2

+ 3*Rankt−3 + 2*Rankt−4 + 1*Rankt−5)/15. Exclude NASDAQ stocks.” Stocks with low
growth are in the long portfolio. Originally from Lakonishok et al. (1994), who use a some-
what different methodology that sorts on multiple characteristics.

Mom6m - Momentum (6 month) “Stock return between months t-6 and t-1” following
Jegadeesh and Titman (1993).

Mom6mJunk - Junk Stock Momentum “Mom6m. Include only stocks with a credit
rating (splticrm) of BBB or lower” Originally by Avramov et al. (2007).

Mom12m - Momentum (12 month) “Stock return between months t-12 and t-1” Orig-
inally from Jegadeesh and Titman (1993).

MomOffSeason - Off-season long-term reversal “Average return in other months over
the preceding 2-5 years.” It is the counterpart to “MomSeason”. Originally from Heston
and Sadka (2008).

Mom12mOffSeason - Momentum without the seasonal part “Average return in
other months over the previous year.” Originally from Heston and Sadka (2008).

MomSeason - Return seasonality years 2 to 5 “Average return in the same month
over the preceding 2-5 years.” Originally by Heston and Sadka (2008).
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MomVol - Momentum in high volume stocks “Define momentum as Mom6m, and
volume as the rolling average of the past 6 months of monthly turnover (minimum 5 months).
Independent sort stocks into 10 momentum ports and 3 volume ports. Keep if volume is
in the top port, and assign signal = momentum port. Drop if less than 2 years on CRSP.”
Originally by Lee and Swaminathan (2000).

MRreversal - Medium-run reversal “Stock return between months t-18 and t-13.”
Based on De Bondt and Thaler (1985) who do not do a statistical test for this horizon and
just provide visual evidence.

NetEquityFinance “Sale of common stock (sstk) minus purchase of common stock (prstkc),
scaled by average total assets (at) from years t and t-1. Exclude if absolute value of ratio is
greater than 1.” Stocks with high net equity financing are in the short portfolio, and those
with low net equity finance are in the long portfolio. Originally by Bradshaw et al. (2006).

NetPayoutYield “Dividends (dvc) plus purchase of common and preferred stock (prstkc)
minus sale of common and preferred stock (sstk), divided by market value of equity lagged 6
months. Exclude if NetPayoutYield is 0, financial firm based on SIC code, ceq ¡= 0, or less
than 2 years in CRSP”. High-yield stocks are in the long portfolio, and low-yield stocks are
in the short portfolio. Originally by Boudoukh et al. (2007).

NOA - Net Operating Assets “Difference between operating assets and operating li-
abilities, scaled by lagged total assets. Operating assets are total assets (at) minus cash-
and short-term investments (che), operating liabilities are total assets minus long-term debt
(dltt), minority interest (mib), deferred charges (dc) and book equity (ceq).” Stocks with
low NOA are in the long portfolio. Originally by Hirshleifer et al. (2004).

NumEarnIncrease - Earnings streak length “Number if consecutive 4-quarter in-
creases in ibq, up to 8.” Stocks with a long positive streak are in the long portfolio. This is
based on Loh and Warachka (2012). They do not study the same signal, but their Table 4
suggests this should work. Their definition of a streak is just that the surprise has the same
sign (but it does not have to increase). Their Table 4 shows that earnings surprises have a
stronger effect if they are part of a streak rather than a reversal of a streak.

PctTotAcc - Percent Total Accruals “Net income (ni) minus (purchase of common and
preferred stock (prstkcc) minus sale of common and preferred stock (sstk) plus dividends
(dvt), cash flow from operations (oancf), from financing (fincf) and investment (ivncf)).
Scaled by absolute value of net income.” Stocks with low values of the characteristic are in
the long portfolio. Originally by Hafzalla et al. (2011).

PriceDelayRsq - Price delay r square “Each July regress stock return on day t on
market return in t, t − 1, . . . , t − 4 using observations from July 1 of the previous year to
June 30 of the current year. Then regress again with no market return lags. PriceDelay
Rsq = 1 - [Rsq from second regression]/[Rsq from first regression]” Firms with higher delay
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are in the long portfolio. Originally from Hou and Moskowitz (2005). Measures delayed
market response to information, as it captures how much of the market level information is
incorporated into the stock price on the same day compared to on later days. If everything is
incorporated on the same day, adding the lagged returns does not improve R2 subsequentially.

RealizedVol - Realized (Total) Volatility “Standard deviation of residuals from CAPM
regressions using the past month of daily data. Value weighted” Originally by Ang et al.
(2006).

Recomm ShortInterest - Analyst Recommendations and Short-Interest “Go long
firms in lowest quintile of short interest (shortint/shrout) and lowest quintile of analyst rec-
ommendations (monthly consensus recommendation using the most recent analyst recom-
mendation in the past 12 months). Go short firms in highest quintile of short interest and
highest quintile of analyst recommendations.” Originally by Drake et al. (2011). Note that
the construction of the portfolios is different from the original paper due to a lack of data.

retConglomerate - Conglomerate return “Identify conglomerate firms as those with
multiple OPSEG or BUSSEG entries in the Compustat segment data (and require that
at least 80% of firm’s total assets are covered by segment data). Compute monthly stock
return at the 2-digit SIC level for stand-alone (non-conglomerate) firms only, and match
those returns to conglomerates’ segments. Compute weighted conglomerate return as the
industry return of stand-alone companies, weighted with a conglomerate’s total sales in each
industry.” Originally by Cohen and Lou (2012).

RDIPO - IPO and no R&D spending “Binary variable equal to 1 if R&D expense
(xrd) = 0 and IndIPO = 1. 0 otherwise.” Stocks with RnD are in the long portfolio, and
stocks without are in the short portfolio. Originally from R.-J. Guo et al. (2006).

RDS - Real Dirty Surplus “Define Dirty Surplus as annual change in marketable se-
curities adjustment msa plus annual change in retained earnings adjustment (recta) + .65
times the annual change in min(Unrecognized prior service cost (pcupsu) - Pension additional
minimum liability (paddml),0). Real dirty surplus is the annual change in book equity (ceq)
minus dirty surplus minus (net income (ni) minus dividends preferred (dvp)) + dividends (di-
vamt) - end-of-fiscal-year-stock-price (prcc f)*annual change in common shares outstanding
(csho).” Originally from Landsman et al. (2011).

roaq - Return on assets (qtrly) “Quarterly net income (ibq) divided by lagged total
assets (atq).” Originally by Balakrishnan et al. (2010).

ShareIss1Y - Share issuance (1 year) “Growth in number of shares between t-18 and
t-6. Number of shares is calculated as shrout/cfacshr to adjust for splits.” Stocks with the
most positive share issuance are in the short portfolio and those with the most negative share
issuances are in the long portfolio. The original paper by Pontiff and Woodgate (2008) uses
Fama-MacBeth regressions instead of portfolio sorts.
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ShareRepurchase “Binary variable equal to 1 if stock repurchase indicated in cash flow
statement (prstkc > 0), and 0 if prstkc = 0.” Stocks with share repurchases form the long
portfolio, and stocks without form the short portfolio. The intuition from the original paper
by Ikenberry et al. (1995) is that firms strategically buy back shares if they are undervalued.
The original paper hand collects share repurchase data by looking at all share repurchases
announced in the Wall Street Journal.

sinAlgo - Sin Stock A dummy that is one if at least one segment of a firm belogs to
an industry based on the NAICS code that is a so-called “sin industry” and zero otherwise.
Originally from Hong and Kacperczyk (2009).

Size “Log of monthly market value of equity (abs(prc)*shrout)).” Originally from Banz
(1981).

SmileSlope - Put volatility minus call volatility “Using OptionMetrics’s daily volatil-
ity surfaces (vsurfd), keep last observation each month, delta = 0.50 or -0.50, and days to
expiration = 30. The signal is then the difference between put implied vol and call implied
vol.” Originally from Yan (2011).

SP - Sales-to-price “Ratio of annual sales (sale) to market value of equity.” Originally
from Barbee et al. (1996).

STreversal - Short-term reversal “Stock return (ret) over the previous month.” Origi-
nally from Jegadeesh (1990)

Tax “Ratio of Taxes paid and tax share of net income. Numerator is defined as the sum of
foreign (txfo) and federal (txfed) income taxes. If either one is missing, numerator is defined
as total taxes (txt) minus deferred taxes (txdi). Denominator is the product of the prevailing
tax rate and net income (ib). Tax rate is .48 before 1979, .46 from 1979 to 1986, .4 in 1987,
.34 between 1988 and 1992 and .35 from 1993 onwards. If net income is negative, and the
numerator is positive, tax is defined as 1. Exclude if price less than 5.” Originally from Lev
and Nissim (2004).

TotalAccruals “Before 1988: Change in net working capital ((act - che) - (lct - dlc)) plus
change in net noncurrent assets ( (at - act - ivao) - (lt - dlc - dltt)) plus change in net financial
assets ( (ivst + ivao - (dltt + dlc + pstk)). Starting in 1988: net income (ni) minus total,
operating and investment cashflows (oancf, ivncf, fincf) plus stock sales minus repurchases
and dividends (sstk, prstkc, dv)). Scaled by lagged total assets (at). Replace missings in
ivao, ivst, dltt, dlc, pstk sstk, prstkc, dv with 0.” Originally from Richardson et al. (2005).

Trend Factor “Normalised moving average of the stockprice” Originally from Han et al.
(2016)
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VolSD “Ratio of Taxes paid and tax share of net income. Numerator is defined as the
sum of foreign (txfo) and federal (txfed) income taxes. If either one is missing, numerator is
defined as total taxes (txt) minus deferred taxes (txdi). Denominator is the product of the
prevailing tax rate and net income (ib). Tax rate is .48 before 1979, .46 from 1979 to 1986,
.4 in 1987, .34 between 1988 and 1992 and .35 from 1993 onwards. If net income is negative,
and the numerator is positive, tax is defined as 1. Exclude if price less than 5.” Originally
from Lev and Nissim (2004)

XFIN - Net external financing “Sale of common stock (sstk) minus dividends (dv)
minus purchase of common stock (prstkc) plus long-term debt issuance (dltis) minus long-
term debt reductions (dltr). Scaled by total assets (at).” Stocks with high net external
financing are in the short portfolio and those with low net external finance are in the long
portfolio. Originally form Bradshaw et al. (2006).

zerotrade - Days with zero trade “In each month, count the number of days with no
trades. Define zerotrade as the number of days without trades plus (the sum of monthly
turnover (vol/shrout) divided by 48*105), multiplied by 21/number of trading days per
month. Zerotrade is the 6-month average of that variable.” Originally from W. Liu (2006).

zerotradeAlt1 - Days with zero trade “In each month, count the number of days
with no trades. Define zerotrade as the number of days without trades plus (the sum of
monthly turnover (vol/shrout) divided by 48*105), multiplied by 21/number of trading days
per month. Take 1-month average.” Originally from W. Liu (2006).

zerotradeAlt12 - Days with zero trade “In each month, count the number of days
with no trades. Define zerotrade as the number of days without trades plus (the sum of
monthly turnover (vol/shrout) divided by 48*105), multiplied by 21/number of trading days
per month. Take 12-month average.” Originally from W. Liu (2006).
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